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WEEKLY KENT CKY NEW ERA.
$1.00 A YEAR HOPI( INSV ILLE
. CHRISTIAN COUNTY. if( ENTUCKIY. FRIDAY. FEBRUARY
 17, ISSS.
AtLasiTheyare Here
Last August we placed our order for
EMBROIDERIES
For this Spring and Summer, direct with the
manufacturers in Switzerland. They were to
be delivered by January 20th, but there was a
slight delay, waiting for some flne patterns
which were in work, but it is with pleasure we
*announce
THEY ARE HERE.
CCHEM ALL IIUMOni•.
from a corium ti Blotch, or Er,
to the worst Scrofula. Salt- .; nu,
"Fever - sores," scaly or Itosigls
Skin, In short, ull (Morita's muesli by bad
Nos! aro conquered by thia powerful, purl-
ft lug. und In%igoruting medieinc. Great
Eating Ulcers nuddly under its be
nign influence. Especially 1.us it manifested
its potency curing 'Wetter. It o%e Raab.
Bolls, Carbuncles, Sore I y es, Seroll-
along Sores and Swellings, Hip.
101111 Disease. White sty ellIngs,
Goitre, or Thick Neck, sod Enlarged
Glands. Scud it a et los in stamps for a
large toatiee, silth yolori d 14,4, skin
Diseases, or the mum an °Litt lot a treulitio
on Scrofulous .4  fTections.
" THE BLOOD IS THE LIF
E
eli-nnse it bv using Dr. Pleree"a
Golden Medical Diecovery,anil good
digestion a fair skin, buoyant splr-
Its, and •leal strength, will be established.
CONSUMPTION,
which in Scrofula of the Lungs, ill nr.
rested aii.1 eurril by this remedy, if taken h..
fore the last stairs of the clammy an. n -I.
Fr01111 Ifs Marvelous power over this ti-i ;I•ly
fatal disease, when tirst offering_ this now
celebrated remedy to the public, Or. P1E1:4
thought seriously of ceiling It his "Con-
pampa:on Cure," but atandoned that
name as ton !intact) for a no.ilieine
from Its wonderful combination of tonic. or
strengthenieg, alterative, or blood-cleansing.
pectontl. and notritive proper-
ties, is unequaled, not only OS a remeilt.: for
consumption, but for all Chronic Mo.
eases of the
Liver, Blood, and Lungs•
If you feel lull. drowse, it have
sallow etihir skin, or 3 cll.% ish-broa abots
on fats- or limod) , trettocut headache or dint-
Dela. had taste In Month. internal heat or
chills, alternuting a Ith hot linens, low spirits
and gloomy fort 14.1iiiirs, Irri Antler apt. lite,
and eriated tongue, toil are suffering from
Indiaeistion. Dyspepsia. mai Torpid
Liver. •• Hit lousness.” In many
Mali 011%7 art of tin se symPtums Are A
friends, and we promise to show you more 
rieneed. As .1 r..Tni-,14 tor •i11 such ea.*
Or. Etat-4.'1. Gulden Medical Dlis.
El WI 13 Nat la I 3E2 XI 
lEte El SES ggrlil6::;„ 1,
chilly, loth ite • er C °nabs, and
kindred Itlections, it is nii ells. tit rem•.1y.
Itr DIWG0101,,....t $1.00, or SIX
11111 T I. Ea for $5.00.
Send t •rt c,rita In ono is for lir pi
erces
ho ,01 colvt•Ino,tion Adiir
Wort Pi- DIspeethary Itiledlcal Auto.
elation. ozt main s.1.44, Ilt ; Av.., N. Y.
We will place them on sale
10(313937- r7t12.•
They are without doubt the largest, hand-
somest and cheapest line ot embroideries ever
brought to this section of the country. Every
lady in the land likes to look at nice Embroid-
eries. We want you all to come, bring your
Than you ever saw in any three stores in this town, and
the beauty of it is, we can save you at least 20 per cent.
on your purchase. We have never advertised anything
we do not back up with facts. While other merchants
claim trade is going to he dull we look for a
BIG TRADE THIS SEASON.
NOV HY' ?
Simply because we are going to carry the largest most
dies' and Men's Furnishing Goods in Southern Ken-
complete line of Dry Goods, Dress Goods, Notions, La- ip
remium List
tucky, and we are going to sell them at the smallest
kind of a profit.
WHICH IS THE BEST ?
, FOR NEW ERA
A SMALL BUSINESS AND BIG PROFITS
Or
A BIG BUSINESS AND SMALL PROFITS ?
$500 REWARD
is offered by the proprietor'
of Dr. Sage's Catarrh Remedy
tor a clot.. of catarrh which
they cunnet mire. If you
have diseliaryte (rem the
nose. offensive or otherwiav. partial hos of
smell. taste., or hearing, weak eyea. dull pain
or premium in head. you have Catarrh. Thou-
&mils of eases terminate in consumption.
Dr. SOW'', l'ATA KH KIWEDY cures 1 he worst
eases of Catarrh, ',Cold In the Head,"
and Catarrh•I Headache. 50 cents.
Drawing
TO TAKE PLACE
We think the latter. As everybody knows if a merchant III 
Alt IAA,'
buys in large quantities he can buy amrcay Oc; ntg1 I
For Less Mone
Than the merchant who buys in small quantities. What
is more
We Buy for Cash ad Sell the Same Way.
New Goods opened every day. Remember everything
in our store is clean, fresh standard goods. We handle
no old last year's shop-worn styles. Come once and you
will come again to
Bassett & Co.
Wreckers of High Prices,
No. 4, North Main Street. HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
See Show Windows displaying a few of our patterns of
Embroideries.
Pure Kentucky Whisky
—tie
1:0-az."-zoicossies.
•ny ose wan wants • pare Whiaky for pri•ate or medicinal nee rain get it from GEO.
ATT IN GL Y W baleen ie Dealem Owensboro, K r., at prices rename :E!:1,11
from SI 40 to SS oe per gal Orden. seat this Arm will remits. prompt and careful attention
f lune fine two-horee spring wit ..itt,
y manor,. lured mai gum...1,4 li r., _• class by C. W . Docker, liopkinsikhe.
Ky , value .. ... $1n0 00
one "White" Sewing Machine. finest
ma•e, four drawera. all noneton not,
sold .miwarranted by t Y.. West, Hop-
kin•ville, liy , v•lue . SO 00
An elegant Act of furniture, bedstead,
bureau and wash-stand. •alue . .. .
A handsome stem-winding gold watch,
for I ttly. value . . . .... .. .._.. 10 al
A • lisle Spring-Tooth Sulky Harrow
and i ititivat r," the lio-t combined im-
plement in use. v•lue
A fine breech-loader slmt,run. value
A first -ciao., stand•nt silver watch,
las 111-14 in.!, for gentleman, value
A go .d family cooking stove. with full
set of ve se s, ...al or wood. valu•
One I ove I Washing Nlachiste, with
ben il and al-infer, la ue
one Id Is...mil steam Washing Machine.
•siiie. 10 IV
Premium. to be added 6 1 SO
--
Total. 11,040 00
Everv subserber to the Weskit- Nita' En•
for one year, at PLO. gets iine ticket. sub,
*cohere to the lei Weasby, at III tit a year, .
mt two tickets, or tor six months. II 00. one I
ti-ket Alt Alper* .•topp4•1 Was it .,Oilia, eiptlioi
E e pi ere . I a Ion or address
N elf Elit• I. O.
floplonaville, Kr
SO 00
IS 00
IS 03
SS 04)
I) 00
1:: SO
lEitiTqlE3E1EILL
Female College
Hopkinsville,Ky.
The Pall Term will open on MONDAY, AU-
GUST 29, An experienced faculty, 'bor.
ough.instrnetion and forma as heretofore. Tor
other information call on or addreaa
J. H. KURT.
Ilenkinavill
4311-11 .I.TCTEIC.A.-ri,
.311UNNTEXAMR,
CLARKSVILLE, TENNESSEE.
Large Assortment, Low Prices,
aulTO1R.IC £11 PECI.aes.1,1 "Y"..
Richmond, Va.
Established 1934.
, Ties paws has been pithl.shed for fitly-three
rear., and is the oble.1, pi.eopal paper in the
1"nited State• It putout!). s all important
church !WWII. li011lePt IC and foce*n: i t has
many in tsresting correspondents. and gives
! •pecial attention Lo the entertainment and um-
provement of old and young in the family rir-
' ele. It oppoees It. T11111110111. a ndi •ll lobo% at loos
forcirn to the 4,4.1 rine of the religion of Jesus
; Chrtat, as this church hos received the same.
I l'r'ce Reduced to Two Dollars a Year.
There is no paper of t his harch better adapt
to ill th• members of the family. Try lt to-
They Must Go!
This ie our great Semi-annual
Sale---a closing sale of Winter Goods
of all descriptions. The holidays
over we settle down to regular
business, commencing 1888 with
better values than ever. We must
make room for our immense Spring
stock
Do you want the best $1.50 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's
Do ycu want the be t $2 00 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
Do you want the b $3.00 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
Do yru want the nes $5.00 Over-
coat? Buy at Pye & Walton's.
Buy the best $2.00 Trousers at
Pye & Walton's
Buy the best $5.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
Buy the best $6.00 Men's Suits at
Pye & Walton's.
Our constantly increa sing t ra de is
easily Recounted for by the fact that
we sell thoroughly reliable goods at
reasonable prices. We are always
glad to show our goods and it will
pay you to investigate us before you
buy Call and see us
PYE&WALTON
Hopkinsville, Ky.
2 Doors From Bank of Hopkinsville.
CONDENSED NEWS.
VOLUME XVIII. NO 34.
The negro Wm. Patterson, the con- At Kansasits Falls, Va., two men
[named Itiggs and liteltileeton hail • die. I
. An Address Delivered Before tbe Bap-
' 
puce about • small trensictIon arid the
A postollice has been eetablished at
inintoe, Trigg county.
MISSION WORK.
.1 H. McCleary. proprietor of the
PI inonix Olel, Louisville, is dead.
A magnitiorta union depot 18 to be
built in Pailuceli, says the Standard.
Win. Street, colored, o as instantly
killed near Clarksville by a falling tree.
A new Republican piper is to be
started at Chattannooge to be called the
OtIrlIN
Moody and Sankey closed their meet-
ing in Louisville Smithey to nu immense
audience.
At 1 rowel), 0., Suniley. tire destroyed
$80.0M1 sorth of property ill the heart
ot the t hy.
The Illelieles epidemic exists to an
alio-luting extent differeet portions of
Knox county, 111.
A who'e vollitistjog id rive pee-
fens, at Fain mount, III , ars arrested
Thursday fur stealing. .
At Menthe, near Bismarck, Dak.,
eniall-pux is raging alld the phyeiciatis
are unable to control it.
A laboror named O'Neill, at Pitts•
burg, Pe., shot his wife and then him-
self. Jealousv was the cause.
In St. Plul, albite, a fire on Tumid)!
night destroyed $300,000 worth of prop-
erty. Ili the tontine*. centre of the city.
James Albert won the six-day go-as-
) otopletee mooch in New York, break-
ing the record anti making 6201, miles.
De'ective Sullivan, or Birmingham,
wino shot end l'ont Ellis, editor of
the Hornet, has been a. quitted by the
jury.
Edward Jones. of Louisville, com-
mitted suicide Moeda). eight. lie
turned on the gee and died of apphy is-
tion.
An eight yeni-old Loy in Looleville
killed hid eleVeli-% brotlit r with
a gun that -wasn't heeled" Monday
night.
S. N. Brooks, Et glen ii, (ether of 11.
M. Brooks, silos- Max mord...ter
of Arthur Plant-1, 11,s atrivea In St.
Louie+.
•
The police sit Now York wear a raid
on all the bucket shops iti the city Satur-
day. No business wag transacted after
the raid.
A hill has been hoodoo(' in the
Mary land legislature to compel all reg-
latereit votera to cast their ballets' under
petialty of due.
At Vincennes+, hid., Monday, Larry
MrCaffrey was shot and killel by Geo.
Baronet'. Tine min had qoarreled over
dice and women.
The jury in the case of Mrs. Robin-
son, of Bootee', the wholeasle isolemier,
retelersd a verdict Saturday ol murder
in the that degree.
D. R. I.ocke (Petroleum V. Nasta
tighter of the Toledo Blade, is danger-
ously lit mei not expected to live over
twenty-four hours.
An atterrpt to rub 1, 11 t pi e train
near Bonham, Tt x , *as toiled on ac-
count of all sccidena milli :It deleyeti the
train for three hourP.
The lumber mill id Sowell, King .1
S'o , bear the city limits of Paducah,
burned Weatterday bight. Loss, $26,-
000 ic will be rebuilt.
'rine gtip of a cable car LI Katisae City
broke anti the train ran down the bluff
with frightful rapidity. Selo inen
were jored, otie fatally.
At ValObtlitt, MO., 00IUe one broke
into the Christian and Baptist churches
and robbed the coetribution boxee. But
little money wee et-cured.
At Chicago a switchman ft II between
two cars on the Ft 1Vayne tracks and
bls body threw three rapidly amyl' g
freight cars from the rails.
Willistn Kelly, inventor of the pneu-
matic steel process know,' as Ilesoemer,
died in Louisville Sunday night at the
age of seveety-tight years.
'file body of '1'. Lorei zo, a peddler,
was felted in gully near litintingilon,
Did., Tuesday !condi r, ith a bullet
bole in the back of id- head.
Richard K. Fox, oprietor of the
Police Gazette, inis been arrested,
charged a ith violating the pewit code
by encouraging prize lightning.
Stephen SwT, one of the oldeet alai
beat 1.110%11 viezeis et xiiigten, died
Tuesday wernhig of Hence received
frt m a fall (Wen a flight of steps.
.14 VII .1.4 SVCS, a highly rt Ppectable
int.g MVO Ma, assimilated at Olney,
Ill., autalay, elide slitting beside his
w hi in he hial just nal-tied.
'flue treasurer's t Mee at Carthage,
Primate conoily, 'feasts, was robbed on
Saturday Light and Treaatirer Hill
killed. The robbers carried 411'16,000.
An Ypsilanti Ulbli Las a queer craze—
t hat of collecting axes. He has initirty-
two different kinds tool yet hie wife
complain@ of a scantly ef
wood.
It is rumored that the heirs of Jur.
Roach sill sue the governinent for $2,-
500,000 damages, resuiting from a re-
fusal to accept the ships built for it by.
Roach.
Hon. W. P. Taulbee has been selected
as the Kentucky representative on the
Democratic congrepolonal toottiattee to
l asaist the national comuaittee in cam-paign work.
Nelson Neale, of Fraiikfort, Ky , was
kilted Saturday by inlialleir a large
amount of gas mini smoke from a piece
of slate or cinder which lie had taken
from a stove.
lit Bolivar tounty , Miss., • men
named Fulton was whipping hie %ire
witen his eon ititerfered. at
the boy's conduct he 1 kp_e_et. up gun
ai..I shot him dead.
A tire In • New York boarding-houae,
In which there were thirty-teven hoard-
ers, resulted in the serious disabliog of
eight persome. It le thonela that three
were fatally burned. '
Bennie Weet aged 16 mid Berdie Hall,
aged 15, elt tad from their homes In
Shelby county and were married in Jef-
fersonville Titemisy. 'they sere hand-
some and elegantly dressed.
A lodge of sorrow will be held by
the Graod Consletory of Kentucky,
Southern Juriediction, at the Moody
tabernacle, Louisville, on the 17th.
Bialtop Dudley will deliver the oration.
A negro at Raleigh, N. C., stopped a
cotuni gin by getting his head caught
between the driving wheel and the stone
foundation of the machiee Ile was
pulled out and resumed his work as
usual.
A Puce...potful raid was inade Monday
on a den of Chicago counterfeiters, re-
potting in the capture of two of the
1
 number together with a supply of the
"queer" and other evidence necessary
for their conviction.
vIcted murderer ofJen Bow man, who
is now eta 'yang Ilk under the gover-
nor's respite, has. It is said, made a eon-
feseion to a taw° named (low. Pat-
Va., died at that place Saturday aged
seventy-eight. Sbe le chit tly noted for
having received the attention' of the
brilliant mid unfortunate Edger A. l'oe,
and it la geld was teamed to him at the
result was A law suit. The decision weal thit Circle 
by Dr. B. F. Eager.
adverse to Itigage, who flow hit° a paa.1 The followieg admirable address was
teraoti denies the s!atemeet. elm' and made au attack upon !toadies delivered by Dr. B F. Eager before the
Mrs. Sarah E. Shetton, of Richmond, sten, who is at old man over sixty years Baptist circle
 at its recent meeting in
title city, and was requested for publi-
cation by a vote tof the local church.
The address Fume up the missionary
enterprises of the various evangelical
denominations and is of to much value
ante his that eve
ry Christian should clip and
preserve its, While the speech is only
givoi here atettract moot of the val-
uable fsete are retained. 'f he a onder-
ful vitality and productiveness of goepel
preaching is abundantly evident trim'
the facts given below.
For the facts gathered I am 'indebted
to the Western Recorder, of Louisville,
and the Religious Herald, of Richmond,
Va , and '1'lle Missionary Review of the
World, of New York. My great debt
is to the last mentioned periodical.
In looking over the field of foreign oohs-
Moiler)! labors for the encouraging fea-
tures of this great work my thouglita
natually turn to Asia. I have thought
it proper to speak first of Chins, beceuse
f its greatest members (380,000,000) and
its close !Logos:W.10n to the beginning. The
Bible was first translated In:o Chinese
in le07 by Mr. Ward aided by some one
whose hu esceped me. This work
was done at Serampore. About this
time Mr. Monition went to e'anton, sent
out by the American Board of Foreign
Missions. As far back as 1842 or there-
abouts very little had been accom-
plished—six converts for all that period
of working waltittg. Missionaries
could only occupy a few places. The
whole of China wet closed to foreign-
ers, especially to missionaries of the
cross. At present the whole of China is
opened by imperial order and the people
encouraged to receive there ministers of
peace slid good wig es guests awl treat
them kindly. Tinere are now about
50,000 Christie's, and 919 miasionaries
laboring in that field, representing 37
foreign missionary societlee. In Shou-
tung province, where twenty-five years
ngo 110 converts were to be found, there
are over 300 places of worship and 55
eelf-supporting chtirelies. Oil the le
'and of Fortnum' there are 8,000 et:neve:as.
In Cauton there are 15 chapels where
daily meetings are held. lasting front
two to four hours.
The China inhted M legion prayed for
100 new inisoionarit for 1S87. October
26th, 94 had been seta to them, and the
remaisatier likely joined them before the
close of the year. havn't time to
speak of the noble consecration of many
of these lieathern converts to tell you
of those who give large sums; (some-
times as much as $10,000 for Chrietian
enterprises, echools, hospitals, etc ; to
tett of thaw who give all save the event-
eat living to bflOW )0U how deep • hold
the gospel of Jeaus has taken upon
their hearts, how Chinese Christians in
this land remember their bretheren in
darkness and liberally contribute their
means for the spread oh this gospel
among them. It is the opinion of melte
intelligent missionaries that China in
tifty years will be largely a christian
nation.
Dials with lot 250 000,000 of people
was entered by Carey snit Dr. Taylor in
1793. They were A0011 j pined by Ma811-
man and Vt'ard. Their difticultles and
discouragements were great anti bitter.
They occupied Serampore first, under
Danish protection, and afterwarde Cal-
cutta. Their stork can limit be coll-
imated by mortals. J tuipoin landed in
Bennett ISIS Front time to time
other miattionaries jollied theui, going
to vanities places in this vast empire.
fo-day 620 are laboring there besides
490 natives. Thence represent 36 socie-
ties mitl It) or more private tnisiAons.
rhe corverts number nearly 500,000.
In Berniali 310 out of 510 churches are
selfaustaining. late largest church in
the world is at Ongole among the Telu-
gust, where Or. Clough in 1S78 baptized
10,000 converts in less than two months.
Recently in Calcutta ten native young
men volunteered as missionaries to
Bengali Coolie, In Fiji.
The to the Puri Shrine have
fallen to one-oixth of their Cornier
nunibere. Other heathen cuotonta are
gradually diaappearing before the
light of the world. Prittets and
Brahmins teetify for Ulla goepel.
Atrica—even benighted Africa—witti
205,000,000 of souls hag now within ite
borders missionariee representing thir-
ty-four societies, 100 of whom were sent
out last 3esr by the Gultotem+
society, of Loudon. Moffat,
the poineer of this work began
with the Bechtiattaa in ls.a.;6 liere lie
labored about fifty years and lea a peo-
ple found in catieibalitun, civilized and
Chriatianizcd, and reduced a epeken to
a written language. A language spok-
en by nearly all the tribes annuli of the
equstor with but little variation in dia-
lect tool lett a Itli then) as a laming mon-
ument the Bible In their heave tongue.
%Vali all he iniineelthfulnets this great
continent Is encircled a ith Pf11-
001111 With rootletta running out boo the
ititerior. The oecreta of the sges that
have slept there are now being penetra-
ted by the eyes of the world.
On the eastern coast oh the quAtOr
have the Christie,' Weed of Madagaecar
with 61,0 0 convene embraced in the
week of the London Mientiotiary eociety
and 5,252 tnieloters ordained and tutor-
dained. The Protestant school at the
capitol has 2,3si7 all I 700 chapel@
have been built in (helmet fourteen years.
The Miendonary Review of the World
for Jan. of this year says: '"I'lle island
of Madagascar has been PO largely Chris-
tianised that the natives lately gave
$10,000,000 to Chriotian inipsions and
evangelistic work.
The South Sea Islands are marvels of
missionary success. In these Wands
seventy years ego there were no con-
very': now more than 300 of their islands
are wholly Chriotianized. In the Samoan
group with a population ol 27,000 we
find 7,000 Chrletiane and 3,b00 appileanta
for menibership in Chrietisti clitirchem,
with 200 native paetorn. The Wesleyan
tuipelon in Tige has • memberehip of
o f
Near Belleville, 0., two Wen werc
digging tip tlyeamite that had been
buried tor safe keeping Until needed.
The pick of one of the men struck the
explosive and It mhotik euggeptiing
earthquake Wag felt. The Instil have not
been discovertil 3 est.
Miss Anna Utzy, of St. George's, Col-
! leton county, S.C., met a horrible death
Thursday. She was staintlIng near •
grate when her dress caught fire and
before it could be txtingulehed she was
burned to death. She was tO have been
married the next elev.
The !bide inter %hipping at New CMS-
tle, -I , various offense's, occurrent
tot Saturday. Thirteen victims were
!togged, five whiles and the rest colored.
The whipping milk place in a driving
rain, which friar as it fell. The whip-
plea post was covered with ice.
The colored st iron of the Welnut.
street Preithyterian donde of 1.011111-
vine, wits dim:barged because he lied
fitted up the tower of the building as a
poker eerie anti sumetlinea indulged la a
game there with Weenie while the con-
gregation was at worehip below.
lion. Rooth' Gihson, of limitinaton,
W. Va., is in Louisville for the purpooe
of luatituting protsediegs..ht the Unilted
States tiourt to rompel time return of chi-
cane Haat ada now in jell in Pike coun-
ty, Ky., to Login conety, tV. Va., to be
tried for offetteee committed there.
Two negrees In Chowan county, N.
C., beat their dsugliter until elle was
inpensible. Believing lier deaa they
threw her on the hire. 'rine child upon
feeling the heat motile a movement when
they Knocked her on the heed and left
her to burn. The parents then tied.
At Matelot', Pa., s party of Hunga-
rians after returning irons the dedica-
tion of Pelisit Catholic church serest
on a drunk. While iti that condition
one of the party overturned a lamp,
which eet the inuilditig on tire. Five
men aid one girl were bun et' to death.
At Wilkeebarre, Pe., twenty tulles
from the scene, was felt the shock of an
exploeion at Dupont's powder %ratio itt
Wallopen. Nearly every whitlow was
broken hi Wallopen. Four peronts
were killed outright and forty others
wounded, fourteen of whom alit die.
At Madrona, Ill , Geo. W. Guthrie,
o it- of the wealthiest and best known
men in itoutheasterni Illinois, was found
dead in his room with bullet hole
through hie heart alotiday eight. Ills
hotline was robbed by burglars, who are
aupposed to 'neve murdered him to nave
thetnoel Yee.
A new exploelve Ilse been found—
trochees Lee Hardison, agent of the 
I. Memory of Robert McNeil.
" y Geraiiiine'• combination, while I ao (he citizens of Hopkinsrille:
tattling in a Louisville depot was blow it To-day it befalls a mort utiple
a@ant
out of a chair and set afire by the igni- duty to gather hi the presenee of deat
h
to linty the last tributes of respect to tile
visible end lifeless form of our fellow
citizen Robert Mt Neil. To begin I will
3ay about 21 years ago Mr. Slt•Nt II came
to Iloplinievtlie w hen there was mob-
il% but igloo-tact-, darktieee stud Pumper-
ptition amotig the insists of rem ptanple,
but fortunately. there were four or five
old citizens here that were looking for-
ward to brighter and better dr) w lib
whom Mr. McNeil sesociated iiim@elf
to work for the alleviation of litInlall
sufferers and the elevation of his people,
a thin& which UW1)111111011 for a teen
to do when mulling to a strange place,
wares it is his natural inclination. Ile
hat! been anti was alien be died an im-
portant factor in society, socially speak-
ing, always an admirer of the grand. A
promoter of wad; a love of sirtue, and
an advocate of purity in religioe, a
helper of the fallen and helpless, a par-
tisan of elevation, being the first to lead
in the establialanent of a school upon
a higher basis for the dut.ation of the
young la lies of this t•ity. lie did not
make a formai lead, but made ',renders
of his own time and money to execute
what lie advocated. Fer the virtue ef
our girls, the purity and happitnees of
our homes lie euffered himself to be ar-
raigned before the ct urt of this city, his
valor defending Oat which his inainhouti
dictated. He was also one of the found-
ers of our preeent city public ischool, lie
give hintoelt red caused the lodge, of
which he was a nit usher, and from
'Aimee executive chair lie eters forth
into !lie great unknown, to
iCb"Ceildle7gfor the completion of the
Some became alarmed and said it would
bankrupt the older, Lot Reba.. McNeil
said It would 'sot, and to-day the saute
lodge, I underet a lid , line more earth that'
she ever had at any time. NO, my de-
parted brother, the lodge has riot been
bankrupted and may our hearts not be
baiikrupted, however highly we speak
of thee. He was a loyal (Atli in. For
his country 's preservation and the frte-
dom of his people he went lorlii to war,
and if need be to die, to [torchlike free-
dom for the slaves. Robert McNeil as a
friend, was alw:iys coistant atid true,
a kind and leshig linabanii, a fond and
iedulgent father. When kid Was
reported through this city, all of the I
built up resources of our people -in
conapired together and
asked for expreosion at lils funeral
services to eulegize his manly bearing
in society in all of the walks of life.
Erect lin lila manhood he lalit down and
died as lie lived, doing hip duty ovithout
attracting the notice of th.e Public until
they are called tipoin to mourn his'
death. 'limn I say III the right and
name of all for whom I speak that one
useful Ille has been tout off and ended,
one noble and true brother has gone
forth and met death anti to-day he is
here tin inore, again for all I say we
have lost a good man and • good citizen.
Whereas, in the death of (air worthy 23,000 in 900 churches anti 
42,000 pupil@
and well beloved brother we fully real-1ln 1,500 schoo
ls, 104,000 people at their
ize his loos and ate further !eel his so- 1 worphip regulat ly an
d the Sabbath 1E1
eleties have lost a useltil member, the I obeterveti.
communnity an honorable man, the Two hundred th
ousand I._ hriatialis are
foundi n the Phillipine, Society, Friend-
Still in view of hie many true and noble lYitai itll?etS!arattittliiwnelegl
ir°114I :n. ile one piestor
qualitins, his morel worth and his right- irniwo.k of forty-liv
e 3 ears baptized
eoua procliverties we cati but pay "rest 12,000. Recently 
In one of the miesion-
in peace." ary meetiegs of t
he South Sea Islands
In the morning ot thy life, money was (+contributed for the purchase
Death like the reaper canto of • new yacht to *end the Gospel to
And plucked away the blooming bud.
Which can never more return, 
New Guinea.
Japan had in 18S6 in 193 churches 14,-
To thee life was but a passing breese,
To awake a better and brighter home. 
86e115r.ignieitcpsbotr•rtsin, go.f these churches 64 wereOf which death lulled to sleep
There are 93 netive
where sot row can never creep. minietera and 100 students preparing for
Gone thou art, from this our place of alx.le the minlotry. Her contribution aver-
To a land where there is no st,rrow or care,
At St. Marie, Jasper county, a Now why should we mourn or call thee bail', 
aged nearly $2.00 per member. The
deplorable tradegy occurred Monday When we know that thou a
rt there. United States minister to Japan, .ex.
evening. A party of young people had Be it resolved that
 these resolutions Gov. Hubbard, of Texas, in a private
assatebled to go hunting, among them a be published in our ci
ty papers and that letter to an ()market ntinioter in the
Miss Shelley, who requested the privi- a copy of the same 
be furniolied the south opecially commends this as a pe-
Was loaded. One Nab plaeed on the 
cullerly inviting field for mioelotiary
work.lege of firing a 
cap on the gun before it bereaved family.
gun and the weapon 'tended her. She 
L. A., No.10,437. L. S. BreaNKK.
j II. M . Comm N.
As a result of eeventeen year@ of work
pointed it at a young man named Ed 
(R. A. Pincers. in Its y there are now 400 protestant
ivy mid pulled the trigger. The weep- Capt. Mayne Re
ld's wife is writing chapels or places of worship; anti the
on of course was loaded and blew the the life of her 
husband. It's main number of proteetante in Spain is esti-
top ol the young fellow'. head off. reader will probably 
be the proofreader. mated at from 96,000 to 30,000.
of age. The old tition made such a good
tight that to Rave himself Riggs eeized •
gun aild shot Iluddleaton twice. This
precipitated a general row and half a
dozen other men were woundt tl.
The nuirder of A. J. Snell, a Chicago
malionaire, by burglars on Wednesday
night, has created a good deal of excite-
ment m that city. Hearing a noise in
the Moe beneath Hi bed-rooin lie
picked tip a revolver and slipped down.
In the dark be fired at the noiss made
by the men, who returned the Are, kill-
ing the 0141 gentlemen instantly. The
burglars oecured about $7,500 of value-
biee and fled. lie leaves an estate val-
ued st $3,000,000.
Friday Sebree letroduced irk the
hotter two bills relating to magistrates.
one provides that the fees of justices of
the peace •nti constables in all eases
under warrante of arrest shall be the
same as now allowed in cases of breach
of the peace, and to he taxed as costs
aaaitiot the defendant if convicted. The
other provides that w eees in eases of
ate counnionwealth before magisterial
courts Phall be aniseed fifty cents tor
atteedanre a he.1 sithi ostmeti, to be
taxed as in tine other bill.
Mrs. George W. M iller, of Shelby-
ville Ind., ha. rome time been very
jealunie alter husbalui. Tintirmisy, while
he wies careoping it little 'laughter of
theirs, aloe attacked 1.1m with a butelier
Indic, but it was taken from her; then
she made a lunge a' him with a pair of
scissors, in flicting a severe wound on
the head. Next she ran out 'tato the
y•ril atel returned svitti an axe, deter-
mil.eti to kill him, but Ike secured cleat
only to are her run into the next room
and grab a tweedy loaded musket which
she %MP about ready to diecharge at him
when lie knocked it from her listolm
He then fled from the lionise and does
not 'weed going back any more.
The third trial of Annie Offner for the
murder of Beni intill Brooks, •t Rom-
ney, W. VS., her paramour, ended in a
verdict 44 at quittal. This remarkable
case has ticent the comity a great deal of
money. crime as committed on
Augural. 1, 1886. Early on that ihry An-
nie Winner was seen riding from a thick-
et on horseback Bed soon alterwartis the
body of Brooks was discovered, lie
had teen shot through the head. The
girl claimed that aim committed the act
oelf-defence, her betrayer having
threetened to kill her unless she con-
sented to live aith hint. She had run
'twiny Irons him only a short time pre-
vitma to return to her father, a reepet-
able termer, but Brooke followed her op
and gave her no peace. At the first
trial the _lodge died befcre the case was
half diddled. The ftecond ended In a
diesgreement of the jury, and the third
3emitted in an acquittal. The oympathy
of the community was with the girl.
don of sonic parlor 'imitate+ in Ilia pock-
et which came hi contact with a box of
chionoe of potsole-1.1611114.
Long Islam' • ewe.) of men
and wiimen on rettintIng front fiteeran
stopped at a oakum to fill up. W
there two a omen, oliters-holaw, w Ito
were Jealous ef each other, engaged in
a row, (me striking the other w ith a beer
glass, which cut her lace badly. Upon
lIt's the whole party took pities and
teeny bruieed heads was the result.
The American shipping and
cotivention III as-etuble in national
convention on February Idat, 17th anti
kith in New Orleatip. 'rite ol ject of the
meeting is to promote the development
aid diatribution of the products' of
American labor by an extension of the
merchant mantle ot the l'inited Statea.
A party ol seven negroes while cross-
ing the river at New Orleata in a skiff
were drowned. The crowd had been
fl-hing for crabs and shrimps and after
Wiling the boat were returning when
thts a et eit made by a passitig eteamer
filled the boat, which iminedistely stank.
The et hole seven were drowned before
help could reach them.
At Lily, Ky , two brothers; unwed
Hodge tonight about a pair of pants and
le the row One wag shot through the
heart and killed. Two suits of clothing
bad been honight ft r them, exactly alike,
but throttler thinking hie brother's petits
would tlt him best attellipteil tO take
them from him. The younger drew a
pistol told shot him.
At Mechanicsburg, BooLe county,
Ind, J. hn Buttery went to the reoidetwe
of his step-mother where lie found Frank
Moore and his (Buttery's) step-sister,
Etta _McMullen. Ile at once (penes' tire
with a revolver, killieg Moore and se-
riously wounaing Mile+ Mullen. lie then
shot himself through the brain. Jeal-
ou.y RP tile cause.
There promiees to be a lively little
anted pulling io Alabama over the de-
tet initiation of the white Republicans of
Birmitigham to bar out the county ne-
groent front the state convention at Chi-
cago. Tine itegroes are all in favor of
Bleier mid their eld'e brethren are for
Sherman. Colored leaden% are highly
inceneed led threaten to 'keen the
party.
At Chicago an insane "soma,' patient
at St. Joeeph's hoepital attempted to
sltoot ot.e of the sisters, but was detected
by another and prevented. However
she tired at the nun who deteeted her
and ran hit° the conaultation room
brandishing the weapon. While there a
little tilln walked calmly up to her and
took the pistol front her hands, thus pre-
ventinig hornier dat.ger.
The wires britig front St. Joeepli, Mo.,
;WWI. of a fearful tragedy enacted six
mile@ pouth of that city Thitraday. One
I Wm. Bull has been for a long time the
suitor of 31a8 kverett. Thuraday
he prow:well and %V as refueed ; be then
asked for a private Interview sod when
this was refused drew a revolver and
shot Mies Everett dead. lie then went
Into the next room and fired a bullet
into his owl' brain.
A St. Louie butcher was needy killed
'fauriday by a Newfoundlarill dog he
had raised to guard his premises. Go-
ing into the yard, he kicked the dog and
was attaeked by the beast w ith great fury
Ile wse thrown dow ti anti 'throat eaten
tip before aseistance came in the form of
hie Ife with a big butcher-knife. She
gave the weapon to her husband, who
succeeded in cutting the dog's throat.
wife a devoted litedettel and his t hadren
a kind, loving and Indulgent father.
Mission work in Mexico, especially in ground that he follows his convictions,
the last few years, has many encourag- even Mr. Randall will admit that a man
ing feature,. Beginning at Saltillo in ought to surrender his opinions to his
the state of Coahulia six years ago W. party rather to the other. He
D. Powell has organized churches in does not agree either with the Demo-
various places acrom that republic to eratic or the Republican programme.
the Pacific—has opened a college for That is a misfortune for him; but when
girls which has already sent out 16 the moment for action comes he cannot,
teachers and is regarded as one of the we think, afford to surrender his opin-
best in the country. In the month of Ions to tbe Republicans. If he must
July he baptized 82. Their contribu- make canneessions they must be made to
tions averaged nicre than $2 00 per his own party. Ile was elected as a
member. The encouragement met ith Democrat, he has always professed to
by iiim among the beet and moat Intel- be a Democrat, and the public will hold
ligent people Is peculiarly gratifying. him to be fatally and disgracefully
The calls for work are beyond their wrong if he shall refuee conoessious to
power to meet: and he says in a private his own party but make them to the
letter of Dec. last—"our great want is Republicans. In that, as we hope len-
more men, [neaps, prayer and sympa- probable case, the Herald, which has
thy." often defended him, would be con-
Cuba, though tte work was only falr- strained to agree with those who have
ly begun w ith the year heti6, under AL so often declared hlm to be merely an
Dioz, is succeeding grandly, and in Ha- assistant Republican—a tall to their
vana there is a church with 700 mem- kite. Such a course would tom him the
berg and out of which have grown three respect of honorable men of both par-
other churches, with • total member- ties. It would cover him with right-
ship of more than 1,000, and 17 estab- eoue indignation, and his influence upon
Hefted preaching stations. On Nov. public attain would thereafter be gone
13th last 105 were baptized by M. Dios. forever.
The pupils in their Sabbath-schools He cannot in this case urge that his
number quite 2,000. party's bill does not entirely suit him,
Within a period of 95 years the Bible because that would be to assert that he
has been translated into 287 languages is the master of the party, and that it
and dialects and Christian converts on must do his will, and his alone. The
heathen soil are estimated at more than Democratic bill will not probably abe0-
2,000,000. lutely satisfy many of the Democrats in
Those engaged in this work from all congress. No great measure of this or
Christendom are 6,6443, while of native any other kind ever does satisfy all ita
supporters, but party government and
legislation would come to an end if
Of this the United States contribute $3,- every man held that unlese his peculiar
898,94i. The Church of England in the notions were gratified lie would vote
with the other side.
workers there are 33,000. The annual
foreign intsaion income is $11,000,000.
last 25 years has expended upon this
work $50,000,000. The per cent. of in-
cream In foreign fields for 1886 was 19;
while in the home lands we had less
than 1,  per cent.
The world's indebtedness to Christian
missionaries can never be fully known,
but it is more generally recognized now
and more distinctla seen than In all the
past. Pioneera of a higher and more
enterprislag civilization, with the great
message of salvation thiough Jesus
Christ tilling their hearts, and fortifying
their souls against difficulties and dla-
couragements, glorious in their love •nd
gentienesa and patience they have gone
forth into new lands, among new peo-
ples, enriching philology, geography
and history and making possible the
present commercial relations of the
world with thoee countries. They have
labored patiently anti long and °tilers
enjoy the fruits. Oh! the power of the
Goepel of Jesus Christ! What is the
meaning of all these increasing labors
and expenditures? Is not the Christian
world waking from a long sleep? Is
not Goa leading this small host of *elk
forgetting laborers and inspiring 'Ne
hearts of Chrietians in all lands with a
great and growing zeal. Has He not so
quickened man's faeuities that great in-
ventions of the age nave made it poesi-
ble to accomplish and accumulate more
an] have brought us face to face with
the hitherto far-off nations and peoples
of the world? Has He not bestowed
great bleseings upon us that we may
bear II is message of love in Jesus Christ
to all those who are sleeping and dying
in darkness? is He not calling upon
every Christian to come to the "reecue
of the periehing?" Will these talents)
he used or buried? Do we pasts by on
the other side when opporLunities are
rotted along the high way ?
••sha II we whose souls are lighted
With wisdom from on high;
shall we to those benighted
Toe lamp of life deny,"
"Nothing but leaves? No gathertd *heat es
Of life's (air ripening grain'
b, who shall thus the Master mee't
Ah, who shall at the S•vior's feet,
Before the awful judgement seat.
Lay down but withered leave.'"
Warnerai Log Cabin Sarsaparilla
Regulates the Regulator. Largest Sar-
saparilla bottle in the market. Manu-
factured by proprietors of of Warner's
Safe Cure. Sold by all druggists. Take
no other—it le the beet.
-
Mr. Randall.
Our Washington correopondent de-
scribes elsewhere the curious poeition of
Mr. Randall in the present house. In hi@
opibion Mr. Randall, for the first time
in his career, ineetia generalship to get W. C. T. U. DE
PARTMENT.
safely out of the awkward situation in
which he node himself, and whether 1.e
has this quality, our correspondent
rightly says, remains to be seen.
Mr. Randall'e positions would not be
as k ward if, to us:. a phrase of the elder
Cameron, he knew how to "walk in the
procession." Being elected ss • Demo-
crat, and holding •s a Democrat a most
important potation in the bounce, this
course would seem to be the obvious one
for hire ; but it is rine be has not in a
number of years followed on the ques-
tion %Ideas is tido 3 ear the moist impor-
tant, and, iudeed, the fone of mole im-
portance, before congress.
It is this whit,' makes' him preeent po-
eition painful, and, as we think, unten-
able, undrea lie has greater ability than
he has ever so far developed. Hitherto
the revenue question has been of sec-
ondary important*. In spite of the ef-
forts and appeals of tariff reformers it
remained, until Mr. Cleveland sent his
message, amoeg the minor business The London Times 
says: "The use of
before coegrese. Whether the revenue strong drink pro
duces more idleness,
laws wire revieed or not, everybody crime, want and -misery
 than all other
knew the country would go on, and ac- causes put together."
 Goy. Dix, ot
cordhigly the annual struggle over re- New York, vetoing 
a local option bill,
vision and reform was regarded by con- takes occasion to say 
: "Intemperance
gress and by the country as in the na- is the undoubted c
ause of four-fifths of
tore oi what a circus' aunounced the pauperiern, cri
me and domestic 11106-
as a "grand single combat between ery of the State."
two"—a battle between Mr. Morrison
and Mr. Randall, its which, after pro-
longed skirmishing, Mr. Morrison inevi-
tably went doe
This year, for the first Onee, tax re-
vision le abeolutely necessary. It is un-
avoidable. Both parties In congress
confess this. The president's message,
dloplaying the oltuation, forced even Mr.
Illaline'a hand, and obliged the Republi-
VMS tO cease obstruction and admit the
necepsity of striking off redundant tax-
es. Their plan, of course, will differ
from that of tine la-mocrato, but they,
no less than their opponent., will vote
to strike ff taxes.
It is fur this reason that Mr. Randall's
potation is so novel and PO ftwkward.
Hitherto lit his I mg fight against his
party on this uueetion lie has simply vo-
ted w ith the Republicans egainst any
tax revision. When the Republicans
anti Mr. Randall and hid followers re-
Need to consider Mr. Morrison's bill,
that was the end of the business for that
session, and the victory was with Mr.
Rall'ihdisellYear both parties agree to cut
down the taxes. The game of mere ob-
struction ie therefore "played out."
But Mr. Randall hos never played any
other game than this on Ods question.
NIr. Randall's campaign this year has
features which no previous campaign of
tile has had.
But this is not all nor the worst for
lilm. It happens, as our correspondent
points out, that Mr. Randall does not
agree with the tax reform plansof eith- Omaha ta
riff man—Farmer, eh? well,
er party. Ile is opposed to free wool, now, just tell me frankly h
ow the far-
hich le the chief point In the Democrat- mers feel on 
the wool tariff question!
le scheme, and lie is opposed to a reduc- Stranger—It's
 this way. We always
lion or repeal of the sugar duty, which feel like thr
owing up our hats and shout-
is the chief point in the Republican ling when we
 sell our wool— "Ah,
scheme. ha! I 
thought "Yes; but we fee)
Now, whatever liberty of choice may like kicking 
up a row and swearing
be granted- to a public man on the when We b
uy our clothes."
Mr. Randall must, therefore, we
think, loyally accept and support the
tariff •nd revenue bill of his party, when
it is presented in the houm. Before
that, while It Is getting into form, he
may properly discuss points which in-
terest hitn with his fellow Democrats of
the ways and means committee and en-
deavor to bring them by friendly argu-
ment to his opinion. But if he , falls in
that, this cannot release him froth the
obligation to support and vote for the
measure in the house, nor justify him in
the public opinion if he should help the
Republicans to defeat the Democratic
bill.
We will admit that Mr. Randall has
one other course open to him with hon-
or. He may openly and squarely cut
l000e from both parties by proposing a
tax revision measure entirely his own,
tun radically different from and hostile to
the Republican and as to the Democrat-
ic scheme, and rallying votes from both
sides of the house for that. If he should
in such • case carry his bill over the
heads of both parties that success would
certainly place him in a new and impor-
tant poeition in congress and before the
public.
It would make him the leader of a
new party. But failure in such an at-
tempt would make him ridiculous, and
would not In the least lessen his obliga-
tion thereafter to support his party's
bill.
For, we my plainly 'to Mr. Randall,
one thing be cannot afford to do in this
case. He can not, w i thou t disgrace and
the loss of all public reepect and Influ-
ence, help the Republicans in this con-
test. Ile cannot afford to do again what
he hes so often done—walk over Into
their camp with his tail and give them
the majority in a Democratic house.
Ilia days foe mere obstruction are
past. If this time he should follow the
Republicans it would be, as everybody
sees, to give their plan of revision the
victory, to the defeat of the Democratic
plan.
Ile cannot do that honorably without
formally and publicly taking leave of
the Democratic party and joining the
Republicans.—New York Herald.
Be discreet in all things, and so ren-
der it unnecessary to be mysterious
about any. There is nothing mysterious
about the action of Warner's Log Cabin
Hope and Buchu Remedy. It puts the
stomach in healthy action. Good digee-
tion and health naturally follow. Be
discreet and use this, the best remedy.
The matter for this department is furnished
by the members of the Woman's Christian
Temperance Un100. who are responsible for
x hat ailtears
The mass meeting Sunday afternoon
was well attended. In the absence of
Judge Friend, who was expexted to
make an address, Judge Petree made •
spicy aud suggestive talk on the liquor
traftk% Rev. Mr. Lewis followed with
a beautiful tribute to woman and her
work, closing with an eloquent prophe-
cy of the final triumph of the caw* she
hag espoused. Rev. Mr. Bottomley be-
ing called upon made one of his charac-
teristic, practical talks in which he ex-
horted them to remembor that "eternal
vigilatee is the price of peace." The
w I ole congregation reaolved itself into
a choir and the singing wee flne. The
next meeting will be held at the Cum-
berland Presbyterian church on the 2od
Sunday afternoon in March.
The saloon men of New Orleana have
combined and raised ten thousand dol-
lars to fight the Sunday laws, which
are being strenuously enforced by the
Law and Order Leage.
In a report on temperance before the
north Georgia conferenoe, Rev. A. G.
lisygood says: We can make no peace
with the saloon; nay, we can make nO
terms with It. It is evil, only evil, and
that continually. It Is the natural ene-
my of the the great torees and princi-
ples that have evolved and that sustain
our civilization. It times the Sabbath
because good Christian conscience and
good public policy makes Sunday liquor-
selling illegal and punishable. It is the
enemy of the home; tor when boys are
contented at home they will not spend
their time and money in the saloou. It
Is the enemy of education, for educatiou
abridges its power to delude the people.
It is the enemy ot the church, for reli-
gion does not patronize it or make.poace
with it. It is the enetny of the Bible,
for it is the inspiration of every move-
ment that enlightens, lights up, and
makes free its victims.
-.4.11••••  
A sparrow in the hand is worth two
on the roof. A bottle of Warner's Log
Cabin Sarsaparilla la better for a man
with impure blood than hall a (keen
doctors. It 16 an old fashioned bat cer-
tain remedy. Largest bottle—on the
market.
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TuE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISHED ST-
Noy Ere Prim**, sad Mash* Co.
• SI IL TRAIL
OFFICE NEW ERA BUILDING
7th, street, near Main,
1101011LINISVILLE. KENTUCKY.
AIM MMITISII NO B.11111131.
owe teak, iaserUoa, $ 1 N
" use mouth - - 00
▪ " three months - 00
• " • 2 months - - s
" " one )ear • - :5 00
Stdditiosal rated te bad by applicant's
st the oar
Traaaleut advertisements mast be paid tor !•
advance.
Charge. foe yearly ad varUsementa will be cot-
toned quarterty.
•11 advertleemmits Unsorted without spectIled
um* will be charged for intal ordered out
•neessevonente or lenretagee and Deaths. not ea-
media, live lime, and mottoes of preaching pub-
lished grails.
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otter similar wake, eve cents Per Mei.
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Peelers say that the lantern trade is
on a big boom. People must see how
to get home, you know.
The committee at Frankfort who heve
charge of the Hopkiusville local option
bill have decided to poetpone further
action for the preeent.
The bill to incorporate the bowie for
aged and indigent women of Coviretton
was passed over the governor's veto in
the house by a vote of 66 to 10.
*rise Louisville 'limes must be a-boom-
ing. It came out in an eight-page edi-
tion on St. Valentine'. day, and It was
chuck full of good reading matter, too.
Hon. E. G. Sebree has Introduced a
bill in the house to repeal an act enti-
tled "An act to provide for holding two
additional terms of the Christian circuit
court.-
What's the matter? There hasn't
been a single man spoken of in this dis-
trict in the last two weeks as a prospec-
tive candidate for congreed at the next
election.
Grover Cleveland has made • big rep-
utation as a vetobit. Gov. Buckner is
right after him on a hot trail. Who
was it that suggested Buckner as the
tall end of the ticket?
The New York Herald advises Blaine
to come borne and take a peep at the
Sheridan boom, which at present seri-
ously menacea that gentleman's chanees
for the Republican nomination.
It Is suggested that the best way to
settle the Hatfield-McCoy matter is to
tet West Virginia have the Kentekians
and Kentucky take the Virginians, then
each state hang its men in retaliatiote
A new Democratic paper for Nash-
•ille is 'Assured, and the first iesue will
come out about March 1st. styled "The
Nashville Democrat." There is a good
field for work there and the New ERA
wishes it succeed.
Shipping circles in Philadelphia are
very much wrought up because three
iron-laden British steamers with cargoes
consigned to that city are missing.
What's the ure of worrying; they are
all highly protected.
Tbe senate in secret session after lis-
tening to Riddleberger's atteck on the
British treaty postponed further action
on the matter until next December.
This looks very much like there waa
some ground for his asaertion that they
dared not ratify it in open session.
The editor of the Hopkinsville New
Este, In reterring to tits editor of the
Republieetn, (foes so as "my son." How
bald-headed ill the New ERA man. any-
way.-Central City Republican.
Sir, you are getting decidedly too
personal; the New Eit• withdraws from
the controversy.
It is thought that the Blair bill will
come before the senate for a final vote
to-morrow. The bill may pass the sen-
ate by a small majority, but even that is
a matter of some doubt. If It does and
goes to the house, Granny Blair will
have seen the last of it for sure.
A representative who should be well
posted informed the New Elsa that the
InvestigatSon of Judge Cole's adminis-
tration of Rowan county affairs eould
result in nothing to his detriment. He
raid of course there had been mistakes
in judgment, but nothitig criminal
would be found against him.
The Republican papers are now say-
ing that Joe Medill, of the Chicago Tri-
bune, is no Republican simply because
he is not in favor of legislating for the
benefit oft few capitalists at the expense
of the masses. Well, that is quite true;
far when a man once geta those ideas
into his head be is no longer a Republi-
The Kentucky legislature is hereby
warned that the ceiling Ira the assembly
chamber is liable to fall at any moment,
and if you would save yourselves, hurry
up businees. While you're at it, it
would be a geed plan to make an ap-
propriation of sufficient size to fitly re-
pair the building or put a new one in its
place.
A Republican paper urges upon its
party the duty of nominating a man for
the presidency who can win. Take a
suggestion : nominate Grover Cleveland ;
he la the only man In this eountry that
you min win with as your candidate,
and as 1113 will be the next president any
way, it will save you the disgrace of an-
other defeat.
It is to be hoped that the senate will
make a more careful review of the Mead
bill than dld the house. It passed that
body by a large majority, but we be-
lieve it was because the effects of the
measure were not thoroughly consid-
ered. It will damage the commercial
interests of the state greatly should it
become a law.
The Nashville American calls atten-
tion to the following, which appeared
in a recent issue of the Pall Mall Ga-
zette, to show how well some London
editors are acquainted with affairs in
this country :
At New York on Saturdev the elec-
tion committee of the houoe of repre
sentativee decided in favor of the return
of Mr. Carlisle, the speaker, whose seat
as • labor candidate at the late election
w as contested.
'I he Jan-nary l'aper and Press, by
William M. Patton, is one of the finest
pieces of work of that description that
leas been gotten out. Its steel engrav-
ings, of which there are quite a number,
are very fine, and the work on the whole
is remarkably good. It is almost inval-
uable to printers, publishers, stationers,
etc., and as ronotinced one of the moot
evomplete, artistic and valuable publica-
tions of ita kind in the world.
A resolution was offered in the house
on Thursday by Mr. Cook, to the effect
that owing to hard times in Kentucky
during the past year the house should
economies time and adjourn ad early as
possible, and that all necesaary legisla-
tion should be accomplished within •
session of seventy- live days and ad-
journmeut made on the 17th of March.
The first section of the resolution was
adopted, but the latter requiring an ad-
journment on March 17th Wad voted
down.
The idea that Texas w ill go Republi- Ohio will reap the benefit, while-Ken-
can at the nt electioe is just too funny
for anything! Because the wool men
of that state have decided to
"stand by the wool interests"
the lemisville Post suggests there are
maey chino more improbable than the
state should go against the Democrats.
The 0 /I men of Texts are like the
farmer in Nebreaki w ho was asked by a
tariff man how he liked the duty on
wool. Ile replied, "Wile,' c sell our
wool eedtuile, but when we buy our
clothes we feel like raising hell."
The gas company is required by C011-
tract to keep lighted ex hours per night
seventt -four lamps hi the city limits.
We defy the gat. comp* ily or anybody
else to prove that this mail or even
two thirds of thls number were kept
burning six or even four hours on Tues-
day night. They are paid for this by
the city $107.30 per month, or $1, 287.60
per year. More than this, the contract
requires that each lamp shall be tour-
teen-candle power, yet we get about
who can be found fit to step into lois
tucky pays the fiddler. In the first shoes is* question a hieh it troubling
place the formula would benefit Ilo one the Republicans petty considerably.
save the physicians, who tif course oVg- Various names are suggested, but Sher-
inated the bill and would like to see it man and Sheridan stem to be the
passed, knowing the damage that would most fevered. Sherman would make 11 Wide lugs $4 50 to 56 00
result to the manufacturers of the niedi- i the race on war istilles, with the tail of Sales by Gant Gaither CO., Of 39
eine and the consequent advantage they I the bloody shirt as hia bawler acid battle mid,:
themselves would reap frotn vompound- flag, consequehtly would never be heard Wide good medium new leaf front{rig and maim; the same. What tin the of sfter the tight was over, save in eie vu- $11.1 00.
peop!e care about the ingredient') of a way Foraker makes himeelf fatuoti-
bottle, SO the medichie benefito! They by barking at evert body ant every-
would be none the wiser, none the bet- thing that pasties. Sheridan would
ter. Ceutary merchants ail trier the make the better raee by far of the two;
*tete handle patent medicines; it is part yet lie is by no nieans capable of step-
of their otock in trade, and when they ping into the positipn occupied by Mr.
order their other goods generally em-
brace in that order nee for medicines.
What is more likely than that the
ahould desire to make but one order,
and that order would go to the bowie
who could fill it, acid of course outeide
the state? The passage el that lee
would drive the manufacturers from the
state, because under it they could hot
live. It is a dangerous piece of legisla-
tion; it is Class legislation, and as SUCI1
eight candle-power light. We venture should be snowed under so deep that it
to assert that there is not one night a will never be !tenet of Nolte
month when any cum of these lamps
burn as long as 6iX hours. LET THERE BE LIGHT.
'rite gas question is troubling our Cit-
izens to • conaltierable extent just now.
Not a day passes that two or three peer-
do not make complaints to the New Eit•
about the light furnished by the gas
company ot ;his city. They say it is
very inferior in the first place; the
second It is rarely the ease that all the
lamps are ligetel, aud an the third they
are extinguithed entirely toe early.
Thid is very strettge. The c pany
here, to say the least, charge enough to
furnish US good gad, and certainly it is
their duty to furnish enough of its,. Fre
tettettly on the streets natty irom the
businesa centre the lamps are alet .ighted
mu the darkest and a one eighte, ahd
when they happen to be lighted are ex-
tinguialied colter' as early as 10 o'clock
One going home from the opera, or late
at [tight must take his ChaliCt s of run-
ning into Laud, lamp-poats, fences, amid
everything elee on his route. Our city
is supposed to be lighted for the couveh-
ienee ot the public, alio pay for it, and
not of the gas company or its employee
Not a light should be turned off before
12 o'clock, as there are many who do
not get home befure that hour. Squaw
may say that this hour is too late, and
that only those who, have been seeking
amusement will be out at tido time
Well, that is none of your business or
the gas company's; they are out, and
being out have a right to drained that
light be furilished them. In a city the
siz.?. of Hopkinaville it is to be suppoeed
that many are out all hours of the night,
either through necessity or other cali-e
The people pay for this light just the
same as they pay for 'sidewalks, police
prteection and other alecesaities, and
they pay a good price for it, too. It is
to be hoped that this matter will be
remedied, and that there will be no
more complaints heard.
'the following from the Prailatielphia
Record is about as plain a piece of tariff
logic as cm be found :
When a sewing-monist' slips on her
thimble (taxed 25 per cent.) and threads
her needle (taxed 25 per cent.) with
threat' (elated 55 per cent.) and ecalps it
off a Ith scisecors (taxed 35 per cent ) and
sews mes butten ,taxed 25 per vent ) on
her litleband's inter ti tnnel slain
(taxed 6S1 per vent ; she la quite uncoil-
aciotio, in her effort to get on in the
world, how the blessed tariff bears
down upon her. Probably to:1 one wn-
Mali hi the laud ever thinks ot it. But
it ia high time site should thiek of it,
and melte ber alio is clothed
with the right to vote, are upon it. High
taxetiou is the blight of labor.
The way tome of the Republican pa-
pers try to smooth over the way for a
continuance of the war taxes is quite
amusing. Here is one front the Globe-
nocrat : -
The war etillea long ago, the Defeo-
crate. orators daily remind us, anti there-
fore the "war taXele. ought to be abol-
ished; but these noisy players at states-
manship overlook tile itneortalit fact
that the neceasity of taxation which
grew out of the war still exists' to a con-
siderable extent. Our war debt is yet
quite large, and the pension system is
very expensive. Altogether, the ex-
pemises of Got ermenent direetly attribu-
table to the rebellion antotimmt to over
$150,00U,000 a year; and it is idle to talk
about didpetssing with "war t as
the Democrateconteruptoualy call them,
so long R e have that much money to
provide tor such purpose+.
The New ERA cannot understand
why any one should eondemu the ac-
tion of Polk Laffoon in votieg to seat
White, of Indiana. His title was based
upon a mere technicality and one that
could not in any way effect his right to
the seat. lie was elected by a majority
of 2,500 and as there was no queetion as
to the legality of (hit and also that he
was the choice of the people of his dis-
trict, it seems to us that he should have
been seated. Because he was a Repub-
lican, and because Republicans have
voted in [nest all eases to (Ingest Demo-
crats on the ground that they were
Democrat+ it no resale!' why the party
ghoul,' follow their miserably low tac-
tics. Instead of condemnation he 'meth;
commendation for Hosing above the pal-
try views entertained by tome of his
colleagues.
Nothing was too good for the Repub-
licans to say of Riddleeerger until lie
stepped abide and refused to follow the
proceasion any longer. Now that he
has turned hie mouth loose anti direeted
it at the Republican side of the 'senate,
commence like the following trom the
Globe-Democrat fly thick and last :
Mr. Riddleberger, of Virginia, is held
is such high esteten by his associ steal in
the senate that if the latter were com-
pelled to choome beta eeta Riddleberger
and the. Itch, people on the outside could
make money by buying pools on the
itch, atid calmly awaiting the result of
the choice.
Mr. Riddleberger is not a pet of the
Democratic party by any means, yet
they rejoice that the Republicans are
hoist with their own petartl.
Tuesday hight was a dark one,
indeed, yet very few lamps were lights d
On Ninth, Clay, Maple, Main and ace-
eral other streets not une-hslt the jets
were lighted at 9 o'clock, yet the com-
pany is paid to see that the city Is well
lighted. Probably the company relied
upon the moon to furnialt light, but that
body like its earthly competitor, was
out Wile' id more, it was muddy, very
maddy, as the traveler on these street*
foun1 out. Why Oils darknette? Is the
city behind with payments? We think
not. The New Esta's attention has
been railed to this matter quite often of
late, and it is time the matter was recti-
fied. We are only throwing tufts of
grass Flow ; look out, rocks mad fiend
eats will come next.
The bill reported to the house by the
committee on territories for formitig the
territory of Oklahoma provides for all
the machinery of government, iliclud-
ing a governor, legislative sesembly,
representative to congress, etc-. The
president is directed to appoint five
teemmissionera to itegotiate with the
Creek, Seminole tad Cherokee tribes and
if they agree the unoccupied lands shall
shall be throwu open to settlement
All leages of lands belonging to the
Coifed States or held in common by the
Indian tribes of Oklahoma, except such
Ad are held tor farming purposes are lie-
dared void aid contrary to public pol-
icy and time lesares are required to re-
move. 'I his ill likely share the same
fate ad all other shernes to throw ()pen
the territory.
PRENTO, CHANGE!
From far across the sea, even beneath
the sunny skies of Italy, comes the tid-
ings that James G. Blaine will not be a
candidate fur the presidency this year-
ernother year. The letter, this time, is
to Mr. B. F. Jones, chairman of the Na-
tional Republican conmiittee, and has
been telegraphed broadcast by the As-
sociated Pres.'s. Mr. Blaine wishes it
diatitictly stated to the members) ef the
Republican party that hie nanie will not
be presented to the national eonvention,
and lie says lie is constrained to thia de-
claim' by coneideratimis entirely per-
sonal. Ile congratulates the party upon
the cheering prospects a hich
the opening of the campaign for 1868
and predicts a triumphant victory. He
expresees gratification that the issue
(protection Vs. reform) %Isiah the Re•
publicant have long sought to make •
fight upon is before the etnintry and
says there is no room to doubt the re-
sult, and uoon this we entirely agree
ith Hui. Ile says one thing only is
necessary to success--conapiete het-molly
and cordial co-operation upon the part
of all Republicans. A closer observe-
Holt of the coutlitiont of life anionic. tbe
older nations givee one say is this dietin-
guithed letter-writer, a more intense-
desire that the American people shall
make no mistake in choosing the poli-
cy a hich insVret labor with hope amid
crown, it *eh dignity, 'which gives sale-
ty to capital and protects Its increase,
which aectires political power to
every citizen, comfort and culture
to every home. Ile grows vrry
eloquent upon the duty to perty and the
prtimptingo of patriotism and winds tip
With : "TO thii end, .110t. leet earneetly
and more directly as a private cit.1
than IN a public candidate, I shall de-
vote nivel( ith the cot ti lent belief
that the administration of the govern-
ment will be restored to the party which
has demonstrated the purpooe and the
power LO wield it for tee Lelia). and the
honor of the republic, fur the prosperity
and progreas of the people. '
'lite people await with much anxiety
the next letter from this harelip correa-
porelent. Doubtless, it will be to ask
Mr. Jones to "burn that letter," as he
has *gain changed hid mind. Mr.
Blaine evidently has kept pretty well
poeted, at least, upou the inovemeute of
the Republican leaders, and has found
too many of them of the Jue sort,
hence "Lida letter." ilia prununt.ie-
mews. arta front Parisi answt r
President Cleveland's messiage was ise
iipen bid for the  illation, well high
protection Ila his plattOrIll His bid war
not received by the leaders as lie Impel,
'or they flew th • track and refuse I to
make the fight on that basis. Recog-
nizing this lae now write+ declining the
ionnination. His letter does not asy lie
will refuse it If offered but merely that
hit harne a ill not be offered. There Is
plenty of latitude in this declination, if
it be such.
BLI 'NEN LETTER.
Brother Blaine's letter hiss created as
much excitement as any he has written
for many mesons. A great many differ-
ent opinions are expressed upon it;
some believing it to be a genuine with-
drawal, while others coutiJer it bag a
string tied to it, and was intended as a
feeler. The Republicaii piety itself
seems divided upon its mewling and
are a lose how to accept. Mr. Sherman
says "I told you so," ant reiterates his
determination to make the race himself.
Many think it will give the Sheridan
bee nu • set d t IT mid may result in his
ponehation. Several prominent politi-
cians claim that it will result in Blaine's
nomination by acclamation ; that it will
result in a reaction lu lila favor, and
that if he is nominated %%ill certainly
accept. No matter what is ids ultimate
intention lie has succeeded in doing
what he always liked to-stir up the an-
thighs, and a systasis (whatever that is; imals. There is hardly a question that
known to no man but myself, I hereby Mr. Blaine is the strongest candidate the
claim the uelque distinction of beilig a I RepublIcant could preeent, and there is
biblical character, further says the lieu- no question but hie would make the race
tenant. After aboliehing our army he did be believe lie could be elected. But
expects to see those of Europe fall like there'd the rub! Ile fears a failure,
rows of brick before the book, which can well knowing tlat ore means almost a
hardly be dcubted if enough volumes death-blow to lila political life. If he
are eerie could be made to believe there was a Ossensierro authorities in the matter of The progranithe was arranged vs'ith
possibility of success all hie letters and Lewis 'Fate alias Bell, who was arrested taste at ti admirably executed by the
THAT PATENT MEDICINE BILL. declinations would count aa naught. by Officer Debo In Ilendereoe, anti who youpg ladies. Prof. Rust was the re-
The-Mead bill now before the senate Mr. Blaine is essentially a politician; was wanted for murder at Hopkinaville. cipient of a liandsonieepcking chair, the
should receive careful consideration be- tie works for eftet't, and his latest letter Time blame for Tate's indictment, trial gift tit his putele The pexet-ds of the
fore it is acted upOn. It is • measure may be but another one of Isla reckless and conviction fa put upon Offlt•er Deb°, entertallItlielit Will be giveti to mission
which, if passee, is calculated to do a dashea in that direction. Ile hae seen when tie only discharged 1116 duty by %old:.
vast amount of iejitry to the business of that there Is conaiderable opposition to bringing hen before the court In which
thia state. It can fleet no poasible him in his own party, and lie may hope he was and had been for two years in- A Sure Thing.
good tor the simple reaeon tbat there is ey move to create a sentiment th•t dieted for hog 'stealing. The Hopkins- There are very few things in this lile
no law to the sante ffect in the st•r- he is willing to forego Ida pereonal ani-1 ville authorities' failed to come for him of which we way be absolutely certain,
rounding Metes. There IS a vast belong for the healefit of his party. Ir or to provide means for paying the ex- but this ()neut. them: that 1/r. Pierce's
amount of businems of tidal kind done in this Is done, why may no; he secure the penises of taking him there and his eon- "Pleadaut Purgative Pelletal" have no
Kentucky, and a large amount of patent support of that opposition ill the conven. viction was qeite a matter of course, no t lal 14 a cathartic iti derangellielile of
medicipet handled, slid manufactur- lion dining the natural enthusiasm he pleaded guilty to the indictment.
era are compelled to put their forum- which would be pexitaced by the preset'. The blame, for whatever la wrong, lies
las on the bottle the trade will be great- tatloit of his name? with the HopkInaville officials.-Owens-
ly damaged. Tennesse, Indiana and hi the event that his refusal is final, boro Messenger.
1
The Rhea emsgsgetnent in this city fi-! The is aw Ea, ha, ;.„„ aim, „ a
nancially ails 110t a Success ; art is( ieal ly i sample of IT-ivies" teluitty liquor "before
it was the greatest of the aeasen, The , .1ate, alter take g" the agile( apteretti.
lover" °I tr"e art 'a ho failed tes t"tv1"1 recently i ',vented by our townsman,
these performances know not went a Mr. Glees 'I'lie hew leftism- put through
treat they miseeti. It is enough to say the mischief- eerie s (mut 111,1 and it takes.
that her superior or t gnat has not been an expert to deleCt any diff•rence be-
tter!' on the Hopkiesville stage this sea- tween it 111111 the reel i I I 'article. It it
son, last sesame or soy other season. very „„.). ,„ (01 I 1,"„ hi., „0„.1,1„e is
12 hiels. commie) temw lesf trout $0 Xi The stnallnees ut the aud ire( e did not devil „ee t„,,
6 hinhe new lugs $3 53 to $6 90. 
detract from her playing, on the con- , ma..
trary she seemed determined to glve the
to $ e 00.
13 Wide old hugs $6 00 • few present a rendition of the plays such
Meth' rry it Slayer sold this week 6 as had never before been seen, and she
Mids. es follows : did. Her costurnee surpaseed any ever
Blaine, nor could he create the enamel-
:i Midi. new leaf $7.00 to $10 N. . seen here. It Is not at all compliment
a-in that is necessary to a successful
3 lolida. coin iiiiii i leaf 54 ho to $6 e0. ary to the citizens' of our (icy that theyI canvas+ On the *hole matters are tle-
M II N It & t sold this eeek 4 allows d an attraction of tide sort to goI cidedly mixed up ter our Republican ' ' ' e Lin ""
hi I 1 II • !begging for an audience, when a negro
2 !dads. new leal $7 50 to $7 SO. 1 nenotrel shot% can fill the bowie to the
I doors. It is not all sit indit-ation of the2' hilds. 4.1(1 low leaf 56.50 to $6 50.
friends; they ktiow not a here to turn
or list to do. It does not matter neich
w hat course they decide to pursue, it
eel amount to the tame in the end- le-
feat. But we do hope, just to make the
fight interesting, that the Plumed
K Bight eat enter the contest.
BEA 'NE'S LETTER.
Expressions of Prominent and
Proplieclea.
Seea•or Cluaniller said : ' I have rether
expected it for femur time. While Mr
Plaine no doubt !eels just us hopefully
as he writeenbout the piety, havieg run
0111re, Ise (lees net care to melt-riot the
w ear end r tof another canynas, anti
e shollIti be beaten ; have it said,
Dust w negie have *eh meter
other circiiitietancert and Willi aimotierr
nisi'. While he may know that ninety-
iie hundredth* of the party are elates-
sis-ticatly for film, he feels, no &Wilt,
(lint the Other 011e-111411dretitil is time
email eh talent that might deckle the re-
stilt. While we may lessee mome points;
mmi advaistage by Mr. Blaine%) iloclina-
tion, I lie Republican pal ty ill he thor-
oughly united, and we 41.01 nominate
601111e oilier Mini and elect hint. Who
that man w ill be 1  t pretend to
say."
Senator Allisor : "It Is• sincere a Itie
'hawse There is no doubt of that. Mr.
Blaine i• out of the race, unites his
party shall demand that he head the
ticket."
Senator Plumb said • "I think it is a
sincere withdrawal, •ini is calculated to
be of advantage to the party in summing
up and settine forth its potition of ad-
rettisnotlaugte.,, 'rime party will te meted and
Senator Devise of Milineseee, says it is
a Creek, honest %Melt-ewe] of Mr.
Blaine's candidacy, made, as lie believed,
in the beet interests of the Remblican
party.
Senator Teller: "Mr. Blaine id retire-
ly sincere, and I believe party harmohy
will be promoted by his action. I be-
lieve he could be nominated, it he would
but say the word, and hie kaiows that lie
could, but lie kuowe that there is an
element of the party that opposes
and to promote harmony, as hie hopes,
he voluntarily declines."
Senator Cullom: "I take it for granted
that Mr. Illsine has written hit letter in
good faith. He does not now anticipate
that hit name will go before the conven-
tion. I have nu idea tliat it will, unless
Lite sentiment of the Rept' (licaan party
demands it."
Senator Aldrich does not believe
that the withdrawal oh Mr. Blaine,
or his refusal to permit the tiee
of hid name, will be a detriment
or an elerneet of weakness to the Re-
publican party. Ile predicts that the
outconie of Mr. Blaine't retirement will
be thorough unity and harmony in the
Republican party, apd that it will go
into the canvass with euthusiasin and
every prospect of success. " niers' it
one thing," added Senator Aldrich'.
"that this letter has made certain. It
will make the RepublIcaa tonvention a
more interesting assembly." 'rime sen-
ator said he had known for more than a
week that something of the sort was
coming. Some of those persons imme-
diately in the cotaideuce of Mr. Blaine
had be-en advised that the letter had
been eritten and mould soon be made
Seeator Spooner said : The letter is
unselfish, selt-deny log and character-
iatic, just what neglat have bre,' ex-
pected of though it takes every-
body by surprise. His letter leaves the
Med open to some good male whom all
the party can and w ill support." 'elle
senator- a otild hot undertake to say who
that min may be.
Senator Fry does not cousbler that
the letter takes Mr. Blaine out of the
field as a candidate. If the Republican
party regards; el r. Blaine as the tandi
date it wants', it eel nominate him.
Then the responsibility will be shifted
from Mr. Blaine to the party at laree.
Senator Vuorticed said: "I thilik lite
letter is a very urgent appeal for the
nomination, and all attempt to make his
party unitedly and tinanireotitly aek
him to make the race."
Senator Blair: •'Mr. Blaine undoubt-
edly means %hat he says, but in my
opinion his declivation id a misfortune
to the Republican party, becatiee nobody
else can get as many votes as he
woulti."
Seeator Mitchell says he regards the
letter as siticere, but hie duet not believe
that it takes Blaine Out of the race. Ile
thinks that 15110111d the It-publics:I par
ty call on him lie woule hiot efteee to
enter the nice.
Senator Veldt ck thitakt Kleine's let-
ter w ill be a disappointment ill 11111
tarOlIK support Nebrasik a, but he
looks upon it as peliticel utterance
trout a man who is thicerely desirous of
the Success of the Republican party.
'•Its effect will isot, liovvever, be den i-
mental," Ile said, "to the party's inter-
ests' in Nebraska, a. we will carry' the
state for any Republican nominated.
There is a preference," lie added, "iti
our stare for a Western candidate, Nod
Senator William B. Allison is very
strong with t14."
Mr. Milliken, ot Maine, eh.. repre-
setite Mr. Blainees old district in the
house, and is as near him as any other
Mali, a lien asked If lie thought the let-
ter settled Mr. Blaine't calididacy, he
replied, "No."
In the opinion of some of Mr. Illaine's
frieeda hi the bowie, Mr. Blaine's' letter
deelining the preeitletatal 1111111i nation
will not preveut hat gettiog it. 'Fiat le
probably the prevailing °plait/al arnotet
the Republicans. Some, lake Mr. Pe-
ters and 31r. Funston, express thie
°pluton that Mr. Grealiena is the comitig
man. Other+ thilik Me Sherman or
Mr. Allison will get 'the nomination,
accottling to their prefelencet. It is
not accepted by Mr. Illaine's followers
seat all settled that the Plumed Knight
is not to lead the party next fall.
Mr. Dunham, of Illinoire said simply
that he thought the letter made Mr.
Blaine's; nomination thae more certain.
Whela lie Is nominated in Chicago, he
will accept. lie is a Blaine tuan, awl
is not in the least disconcerted.
TOBACCO NEWS.
Abereatity & Co., sold title week 22
blithe es hollows:
5 blade good leaf $9 00 to $10 00.
6 !tilde common leaf $6 00 to $8.60.
ly colt order, the market t1 actuating,
and lower on all grade* ol new tobacco.
Mr. I'. B. Sleek, a prouslisent emb c-
mils' of leofton, Was in the city Toes-
day. lie says Oat ab oat 41 per cent. of
the•crup leo this vicinity his heen dia•
posed of.
Tile Alt liter B Vent cotrity,
lila alum il report elm NO that there sva.
3.571,110 possum,* or tee see grunt) III
that county imi Isla; -11 esteem R-porter.
The fellow log table tem wit the receipts
this year as coutparoil hit *S7 It we.
prepared by M II 4 lark &
Receipts since last rep0r I
Receipts to lint,
Receipts to saute e lost y ear
sales .1 ce last report
Males to date
Sales Loraine time last year
Stock 1st 'list
Stwrk 1st in*. last year
Bro.
51
N.7
66
1.462
97U
2.662
1031
The Asylum Committee.
The leitibg comp lied or
Senator %Vitiate e Hepre-entatives
Blakey, Gooding and Nesbitt, appointed
to ir vestigate the as) Ionia ol Kentucky,
arrived the ell) Tuteday and went at
once to the Western Asylum, accone
peeled by a N En• repreeretative.
All ol Tuesday red Wednesday
speid in thoroughly invistigolling the
mating. meet, cendithme of buildings and
patients, and general workiiige of the
institution. The committee were II( time
opinion that it wamt one of the most ad-
minth'y menage! histitutioes of its
kite! in the country end ilecidedlp the
best in the state. Dr. Remituatt and his
emrp. aosle'ante conthicted the party
threugh every nook inc.! erouk of the
immense building and all surrounding
cottages tied out buildiege, and every-
thitig was found In the most perfect
order. The cottages recently built for
the better class of patients, those who
had been reared in refilled and elegant
surroundingt, were thoroughly in-
spected. The erection of throe cottage@
has tupplied a wale that liao been twig
felt, as the cos 'torment of this grade of
patiente ith those of lower order
would be positive cruelty. Nothing
the Dr. has seer dore should redound
more to Ilia credit as a thoughtful man-
ager than this provision. 'elle report of
the se it miter can he obis one of corn-
nientiet"
Wanhington's Birthday.
l'he pupils of the II apkinavIlle Pub-
lic Schools will celebrate the birthday of
George Washington next Wediteamley
by appropriate recitation'', souga amid
era-orates/et in their school rotting.
Each class has its own programme.
All friends and patrons are cordially
invited to be preseet on that day to en-
jey themael yes and profit thereby.
Though no admission fee is charged,
each wie who comem it asked to con-
tribute the small suns of ten cents for
the beiietit ot the Public echool Libra-
ry. This is a yery imiall *tun In itself,
laut it all will etniaply With the request
a large amount may be realise I. The
library has 110 stated source to revenue
and at preseut is sadly nerd of
funds.
Oe Wednesday t atei programme a ill
lered tense, an I lio order 10 meet
the convenience of as mai y as p.m-elide,
.he rooms on each d.sor w ill recite at the
meowing il lies: 14 11 30r, 9:3) to 10:20
a. tn., anti 1 :00 to 1 :50 p. m ; 2m1 floor,
10:00 to 10:50 a. na , 1:33 to 2:20 p.
t».; 31 door, 10:50 to 11:30 a. ni., arid
I :30 to 2:20 p. le the time not re-
quired for their programmes' the classes
will be engaged ita their regular mark.
see
listes-Coartney.
The marriage ol Mr. John Bites amid
Miss Ellen 'ourt 'try, at the residence of
the ride's father, Mr. J. C. Courttiey,
wes the re:cation of a pleasant evening.
The erre' ttttt ay Wag performed by Rev.
J. T. Barrow, of your city, at 7:30 p.
ni , 011 the 15th inst., in well chosen and
impressive words, alter a lech tlie many
friends of the newly-a elided pair came
forward with hearty congratulations,
expreseive of high regard arid best %lith-
e*. Substantial relreshmente were next
in order, partaken of and enjeyeti by
all Generel conversation, interspereed
with intiaic, followed. May the same
happiimeet which beamed from so III/illy
facem, be th•• life-leng attendant of all
who were present. Cupid, I opine, was
prt-dent a eh imitnele and adroit teeters
ty in e litt'e love-k, "too, sold bridling
("Iwo. s lee{ the) .110111,1 let alip saner
utignirded expre.sees, a hich le, how-
ever hall expressi d by languid e)ea and
right
bit s'irl sighs. Al., well. it is "all
I • •
•
DEAFNESS CAN'T BE CURED
A moot amusing circular has been sent
out by one B. F. Haudforth, claiming to
be a lieutenant in the regular •rmy, in
which he tells of a book he it to write
witich will abolish the standing army of
the United States. [utter a picture of
himself are the words: "This is sup-
potted to repreeent myself in the act of
eitallengiog the regular army to mortal
combat," amid from the looks of the pic-
ture we v:rily believe the army will get
worsted Ile discialwo any intention to
strike the poor army *about warning
or take undue advantage of its weeklies*.
He says whatever may be the thought of
the Jimmy officers personally it is doubt-
ful policy on the part of the govern-
ment to cirry the rage for the autique
so far as to pay $25,000,1100 a year for it,
and if anyone after reading the book
through is not convinced of the necessi-
ty of abolishing the standing army then
lie should put hie head under a pile
driver and hire someone to drop the
block. He says he is a prophet and ex-
pecte to esee his prophecies fulfulled,
which Is very extraordinary. Having a
name written upon my forehead and
1114"------P.
Where the Blame Lies.
A special to the Commercial from
states that there is ix/vapid-
enable talk there over the action of the
by locs1 application*. IS they can nut
resell the diseased portion of the ear.
There is hilly one we?. te cure Deaf
!Dealt, allil that is by conatitutional reme-
dies. Drafoess is calmed by an inflamed
',mention of the mucus Haile( of the
Eihatecitain Tuee. When thee tube gets'
icued, you have a rumpling amulet
Or imperfect heariug, sand alien it is en-
tirely closed Detentes is the result, anti
tailless the hitiamation can be taken out
and this tube restortel to its tiormal con
heari eg will be ileatroyed forever ;
nine eases out of ten are cauted by ca-
tarrh, which is nothing but an lellamed
condition of, the mucutt surfaces.
We will give One Iluitdred Pollens
for ally vase of Deathtrap (clamed by
Catersh) titat we cast not cure by taking
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send fort:II-cuter,
free.
F. J. EN EY it CO , Toledo, 0.
gerSold by Druggists, 75 cent*.
Lotus Literary Society.
A large and select audience witnessed
the exert:hes of the Lotus Literary So-
ciety at the college Tuesday night, the
occasion being in honor of the birthday
of Prof. Rutt, the honored principal,
the liver, stomach ssiel bow. Is. They
are very small and their action is pleas-
ant. l'urelt vegetable, plrfectly 11111111-
tees. 25 cent. a vial. All druggist's.
The Rhea Engagement.
refinement of tastes for althea Hopkins-
ville has been noted that the legitimate
drama shouts! prove a failure and a ten-
cent later draw crowde41 houses. 'Tis
true the weather Was bad, it Wail beast-
ly ; yet hundreds were upon tise streets
during the day, mid hundreds' have been
to the opera house on worse nights.
Wheeler at Mills- wild this week 33
'tittle as follows :
10 Weld. medium to good leal $8.30 to
$11 00.
10 blithe common leaf $7 50 to $8.00.
15 lilies higa $3 00 to $5 50.
The exchaege %as crowded all day
Wednesday. The offeringt were 'nest. I The Ns.w KRA but voices the unanimous
tentimeta of all who attended the enter-
tainutelits in three remarks. It is little
wotider that we have so few good at
tractions here, for when they come,
they must play to empty houses, with
possibly one or two exceptions. It
might not be improper here to suggest
to the management of the opera house, l
if one niay judge trent past experience,
that the proper thing to do is to secure
at once "Punch and Judy" and bill
them for the week, or, may be, Charles
Andrewes Michael Strogoff Company.
A Fatal Accident.
There are gad duties to perfortn
every calling mid profession. Journal-
ist!) is 110 exception. Hawthorne has
well 'laid that the "newayaper is the
only true mirror of the times," for it
picturea pant the daily events of the
epot-ii of its exiatence. The gaieties and
tragedies of to-day would be forgotten
ten years hence if net preeerved in the
musty tiles of the newspaper. Even
the fatal eveia which we ate now about
to chronicle would soon be crowded
from the memory of Meli bin for our
duty to the present and to the future
About four o'clock eaturday afternoon
Henry Jacobs was Keen in the yard just
in the rear of the Hopper block. Some-
one evidently thistkieg that Henry was
up to mischief went out to see hat lie
was doing. llenry saw in a moment
that he was spotteetend ran up the inept
that lead from tee yard to the hall, at
the further end of which a window
overlooked Made' street. Henry tiatioed
at the head of the steps, his pur-uer was
close upoli him, he saw the a thdow, he
realized cilia this was the only avenue
of eacape and stopping to meas•
ure the distance, without a (-tithing the
chances of life and death, WIthollt be-
stowing a thought upon the awful peril
of the leap lie plunged through the open
witadow. There was a monieut of awful
suspense, and then a limp and lifeless
carcass lay eipon the icy street twenty
feet below, the rt d blood gurldng-hold
on, don't get excited, Henry was only a
pig beee ging to Mr. L. Jet-obis.
Leiden Service".
At Grace church (Episcopal, titt-re
will De servite and lectures every Wed-
nesday' aid Feeley during Lent, at 3
o'elmet p. in 0 so I Frid ty at 11
a. in. Services as usual on Sit wiry s.
'Cite public (-cordially invited.
see
When Tlaby visa sack, gav• her Cr stone,
When title was • t'lidd eke cried for Casten&
When she became Rim she chug to Canon&
When she had Chlldres, she gave them Caster*
MARKET REPORTS.
HOPS 1Ns LI.E.
(Corrected tor each issue by the Iota! deieent
BACON.
Hatne-Couvitry
It ams-Sugar-rured
shoulders
sole.
Basin sTI'Ves
Patent Flour
I bole- 2••mily
Plain Fatuity
ltrattam lour
Rye !lour
Buck w heat Flour
Meal, per Ittuth
Hominy, per s,a1
nr.ts, per gal
LIND
1.1101Ce Leaf
t lupe. Family
10V•TIV Peolol Ca.
Butter, boort.
Butter, Mediuist
C hetste
1.44101
Feather*. Prime
Feather*. Low Grades
Hee.% a'
Tallow
bienermg
Kraut. per gal
Honey
le•n Wool
Burry Wool
Dry Holes
I.reru Hot.,
Del LP Eat IT.
Apple*
Peaches, peeled
Peaehe.t. unpeele.1
sapling t lo% er
KC I 101er
Inn Ally
orchard Grate)
Red Top
Blue Gram
White 'Cell 1)ate
Meek seed tots
11 ••1, FILO.
Witt.. per Moth.
noited Mein . .
Timothy Hay, per hundred .
I 1 'err flay , per hundred
Mixed 11.ty,
Cott,.
hi Rae
"1.014..1
1/Ar.
No. 2 %fixed. per leisliel
White. pre
Lena, live. per olor
toeltensk driesed, per no
1.rese
Turley,.
W14LiT.
No. Ite.1 75 to
'• •• laonabero 75 to
" 3 Wheat . 70
ontrolling markets lower on grain and pro
Thoon,
13 10 14,
13 10 141.
10 10
t.:12‘,
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4 Su lo
t 21%
4:43 5
al to 25
25 to
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It', to
Si to 2Se
10 to 151-
15 to 1Ple
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40 to 1.0e
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5 to de
35 to
25 to
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s 1 lc
4 to SC
7 1,, Itic
IVA to 15c
7 to 11e
7 2.1 to 514
I* t
1111 1./
1 lb 101 1 SO
1i5C
I 00 to 1 21
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4.7 to SO
171, lo 10
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11.10 to
44 14)
145 to
O. to 75
17 to :41
SO 10
2 50 to 3 00
h to 10
to 1,1
10 10
• 0
LOU Ot% ILI.E.
• orrectel for every Amur. from th daily ga-
per. of the day !elute.]
PROVIsION•.
ItActots-sides
semeimiers
B. cc-soles
.. 4k et mitt--illainis
-.boulders
Break fast Inicon
e Leaf
Kegs a id Buckets
Prune 'team
ri.01 1t--Cbo ce pateeta
Vial!. patent..
c holey
Plain fan.,
Extra famll%
v ko *is
6 to 7
7', to 10.
n to
to
712 to
ii to II
10.4 to
10 to
4 75 to 35
4 75 to 7 Ott
4 55 to 4 7.,
4 57 t4t
3 50 to 3 -7
Doc& wl rat 6 2) ti 74.1
Corn meal per hundred lbe bolted 1 a to
1.11 SINS 11.t 1 .
Wait IT-t arri, e 1,9 to
Longlierry
CO••-NO. 2 totted
11.111SC
In ear
•Tal-
itV11-No.
11A V-rtiney timothy
Cr Glee
1.445S grade*
straw, per ton 
.a.1 to
4_,4/1.14T14.1* P1t1/1/1.4
BUTTES-Choice country
Lie/ grade. .
Dairy
Casing-fancy cream chedder
Twine
I oung .% inericae
skim cheeee
Elins-per dot
Ba NIt-tioine grown
Northern hand picked
TALLOW-per lb
BIZAIIr At- per III
6111011Cht4-4,1woice large
Is loss-per 1)1)1
Init RD Vat lea-Apples
Yeliehen
Iloo..1•so SKI s•--Pri me flint
Prime dry salted
Prime green salted
No. I green bides
Worm-51,1.ton Enmity
Keut ores) hurry
southern burry
Tut. witahed
ie. to
75
S: to
57 t
3 to 3;
72 te.
Iola 00
t.01.5
13 ego to
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11 to 17
27 to tt
tO 13
13 to
13'1 to 14
to V
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V, to
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111., to
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10 SO
35 10
7
13
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!Reported by Brooke A Gregory, live stock
eottim triton merchants, K •nii I. Stock Yards.,
LortsviLte, Yell 17 -The market steady;
but few contemning. We look for no improve-
ments in the market in the neat few- .1s) x.
I NW,. 1•nod to extra shipping a 00 to 4 :15
Light 3 76 to 4 to
I:ood to extra oxen :t g
0111M011 •11,1 rough 0%1.11 So to 3 PO
Buil* Ou to 2 76
Light *welters 2 PO to 60
Feeder). a to 3 Si
Best butcher,. 3 75 to I 15
!tedium 14, good butchers 3 00 to 3 S.
mon to medium butcher+ 2 60 to 3
Thin, t ale enters, poor 4.41W1w and
• ,IINWigrl ..... 1 fe. to o '
Mr., hoice parkin., and butchers 7, 60 to 5 65
11,•ir t.. goo t butcher,. 5 30 14,5
Light mellow butchers 5 isi S
*hosts 4 CO to 4 75
Sheep awl Lambs. Vale' to goo 1
*tipping . 4 25 to 600
Common to medium . uo to 3 75
Matra Lamle 5 00 to 5 60
ounnon to onedoun Ignite 4 Su to 5 MI
The 11 'notary Ater.
rt volt", lonire
•
the ...Lour
New WerrheuPle
Wheel the weaterr breaka sufficiently
to admit ot M r C. La-
tham n ill ttttt menet. the erection of one
of the largest and lineet W arelioneee
the PO11111, 1111 111C Ir.tadjilnitig the build-
ing 1101V cupled by the Gaut & Gaith-
er Co. The new structure ellich is to
be altogeteer of rick, ell; connect with
the Gant & Gaither elan-house and will
front three streets makitig the entire
square under one roof. The building
will be leased by Messrs Gant and Gaith-
er atisl will ti nr.1 them better facilities
for tinselling their immetee receipts.
This euterpriste is only steelier evidence
of Mr. Leinutie inten Me in I i4 festive
city .
A Fight with Coal Thieves.
Frblay 1110e111111/ %butt' 4 o'clock ths
watt:lomat' employed by the railroad and
coal men r-aw a 11001 011 a coal car which
was Mantling 011 the track oppoeite Ust-
dereood & Ellis' yard. To their de-
tlial.11 eonte down he paid no atten-
tion and Wm. Brame, one of the watch-
men, thinking to frighten hint away,
tired Ida 1:1$101 toyer hi' heed. To 111s
surprise the partner ot the thief, ho
hall not been seen by the watchman,
'answered the fire ahil a regular fusillade
followed, ten or twelve )(hobs being ex-
chisiged between the parties. Vortu-
natety, or unfortunately as Mr. Ellis
would say, no one as hurt, and the
coal thieves nually threw off leaving the
blood's-ad tielmi to ths Valiant_ watclen_n.
The railroad authorities) Imienild unite
in the (lee-rutin item to crush out [kid
organize! hand of thieve., who are
nightly 'dying their budiness fearlessly
and st stemetically. If time present force
of setchmen is not millIt•ient they sirmuld
at Once pia on enough to guar] every
car titat is hit stateling the city
New England isas a Woman's Preas
Astsociation. Gentlemen attend the an-
nual session's, which they greatly enj Iv.
entaur
inimen
The most wonderful Pain-Curer the world has ever
known. Its effects are Instantaneous.
Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.
-The Above Cut Represents--
The":Cales."Combined
23,px-iia rxe.c.c.th
Illfrow, C11111111°1' Soulof!
Wh ic h fs ieented in Southern Kentucky by
G. C2. X.K.10 LILO G
and will be sold by his corps of salesmen to the
farmers of
Chrisliall County and Surroutling Coulltry.
This implement is manufactured by the
GALE SULKY HARROW MAN'F'G 1.;.0., DETROIT, M CH..
and the gentlemen interestedin the Gale Com-
pany are composed of some of the leading busi-
ness men and agriculturalists of the west,
among them D. M. Ferry, the great seed king,
of Detroit, is president whose name has been a
household word with the farmers all over the
world for many years.
We hope the farmers of this county will avail themselves
of this opportunity in purchasing the very Lest farming tool
manufactured.
IT IS ECONOMY TO
•
Buy Grastle ?
fur it takes the place of Harrow, Corn and ;I' obacco Cultiva-
tor and Drill, and has already gained for itself loud praise
from over unc, hundred thousand farmers.
Do Not Delay Buying,
as these mlchines will ba on sale here for on-
ly a few weeks
°INERILICK Wateruccf11118 testCoat
The MISBRAND ErtICIT.R lit warreeted Ireepettef, end wet %rep yeu dry
/SR 10,116) ] and sown the e, tad La Beware of Imitation, Mune paws. vita.
l-rlatt Brand" trals-roark. nuelzsted Catakseue hew A...I Tower, 13.4011.11see
.11 the hardest .4...rra. '1 he run Ptia.11LL 61.1rkfalt le • perfect ruLag coaw,
M. H. INT=T__,S ON et CO.,
TOBACCO AND GRAIN COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
Hopkinsville Warehouse. I Ith and R. R. Sts.
Isopkieissille, y . Keens. and Stable. for Drivels awl Tomes
IIANHI.H1 111. F. SHINY ER
113Laix113e51- 37 etc, 5E41:Li-yew,
ND Oat LT, It- 
P=CDPI-1=3 "CT\TAR=1-107...TE=
t'ormerli of tiopt in-% ille W•rehouse, 17 si 44'1 sl 'eel, to quest' 1%th an 1 I It h. 11 tplinst ille. .
t %tend attention guru to - impious and adling ali Tons., w con41aosed to 1. beret ad-
%1111C1.4011 Toloalcco .tne0. .itinr.cri for team, and t-ano•ter,
W. 0. WII FELE!: W H. FA It pot keeper .1111•1 N. MILLS
WHEELER, MILLS & CO..
Tobacco Warehoosemn, Cominivioil Kerchiots aod Grain Dealers,
SEVEN ell AND It. It sTS., HOPKINSVII.1.1.:, KY.
Liberal -1,1‘ 'aces on Consignmt Tolereo mat us .ove.-eit by I romrance.
N %1' GAITHEIt Manager 1 it NT, Salt setae
CANT & GAITHER COMPANY,
I=Dismanter-es' War- eltics1.1 42,
Tobacco and tine•t Cansmai••ton /Serena..., K y.
.1 W Presolsnt. 1hr -views' It. It NaliCe. 1. It qa. op, s;
Gaines. M. Lipatine, A.G. Relates.
T. 119:10100‘. R If 51.1.1 3! - .1 T etevertie roe e. at a 'ere
Herndon, Hallums Co.,
9ra CO13 ES 111 4E5 XL •
ROBT. B. WITHERS, Cen'l Agent.
GRANGE WAREHOUSE
CLARK sVILLE. TENN.
KIRK'S
VIOITC°
•
AP
FLOATINC SOAP
Is-
THE CHIEF
For the Beth, Toilet and Laundry.
Snow W hite and Absolutely Pure.
If your (leder thee not keep White Mad Soma
end gi cease for insole sient 00 tbs
JAS. S. KIRK It CC.,CHICAGO.
Agents waRted!:..1.1..?:::?:
It saber, ad-
enised k a- mei.'
A•iValifil 1 P, )1Se r , •nd
reit r• a lirre•re
10.uwa. I sewers a n d
their int II %II ewe
lane eattoot me It I..
r sdriastage II au In this
• f• `f. • 1111.Palst "I:ct of
maloutaed 1.4.p...41611AV
1., 1,'tteri from their
ellikeeor Dry Mesh. Mee.
chew. ran pureheee lots t.f IS or 60 *schleps at
the i .we*t *bolt-sale price. swiss tits ir note at
Si data, without Interest In settlemem of In-
v...be. I ship sample nastier, on trial, littera
terms. rite for particulars
J WORTH.' SAT?, MI. Limns, Ste
Mention this paper.
LI" in the Ring.
c. W. DUCKER,
Curiag: Ma:ft:tuts!,
C.)r. and Virginia
sa=e ola suna.
Repairillg a Specially.
Farmers Bring in You Work and
save it Beady for
Spring Use.
No Profits to V, Divided.
Prices Lower Than per.
I have secured the services of H. F.
MeCamy, of the late firm of MeCamy,
Bowe & Co., its the Blackmailing De-
partment.
•
THR OREAT
Through Trunk Line
i ,t• , , cv AL,
• se ...„ No Ny
41- ? AY. lij
• -,„ .r. ..., No,4.
c,' "Iiir
\.• \• 44,
# #
ed,, •
. 45
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Within CImage ail via Spell Uarirsled
SHORTEST
free St.
SOUTHEAST
AND OUICIEST ROUTE
Loan, Evansville aad Headers.,
to the
& SOUTH
THROUGH COACHES I'ven above cake to
Na•h•ill•itad sltattaaeoga, making direct coa.
sect ions eat'
Puna:Lan F-•alace Cass
9,.r •tlants, Savannah, Nacos, Jacksonville,
anti points la Fiords..
cmneetiose are made at Gut brw ate 24ma
alas fur all poiate
NORTH, EAST, SOUTH & WEST
za Nome Paine* can.
EMIGRANTS Seeking bootee oe tbeline of thts reed win
receive spectid low rates.
See Agents se tit. Cognise" for rates, roses",
bc , or writs, C, P. ATMORE. G P. 4 T A.till I.• I „
BENEVOLENT SOCIETIES.
tioreassv LI Li LCIDOZ. NO. 27, •. • •. M.
11,3 an II, er, W. M.
Lodge meow at Maoism Hall, are story
Thompson Block, Brut Monday night la ea..h
lionth
ORIENTAL CH A MILK NO. 14., 1".. A. M.
Thomas Rodman, H P
Stated convocations fd lloadav of lath
month at Maaonic Hall.
COMMANDERY
Sr. Kt. rboo. Rtidman. It. L.
Meets 4th Monday !peach month at Masonic
ROY•LARC•NUM,HOI•141Neb I f4
CIL., NO. Mk
haw. 1. Landes. It pet t. - -
Meets 3.1 and stb Tb Limnos each estraili
1. I. Lauda.' oMcs.
VOA l'IJA t.t./UNCIL 910.81.14tisItS Riot.
21. Lapointe. (Ater Counerior.
Meets' at I. 0.11. 1. Hall. Id and OA lloattat
each month.
_  '
liik1STIAN LOlault, NO. 5210, K. us 11.
R. 111. Anderson. Dictator.
Meet. 1st aut 1rd Tuesday in each mon. h at
R.M. A oderson,e
iVRRGREEN LODGIL, NO. 01
A. Il Clark, . C.
Lodge meets the CI and 4th Thursdays In ev-
ery mouth at Hon ell Hall,
ENDOWMENT RANH, R. Or C.
I.. R. Dail*, Prete' t
Meets SI Monday in every month at R
Anderson's
KNIGHTS OF THE taOLDEN Chtobo.
V. W. Crabb, N. C.
meet. the let and 111.1 Fridays to each monis
in linemen' of t umberland Presbytenas
chump
&lat.:1E14T OttnEtt 01. 1St ILO lOtitall..x.
W. 11. Lee, M. W.
Time of meeting, al and ati Tusad•ye 11c-
Crony, Boute ce.'s office.
GILSRN RIVER LULUS, NO. se, t. .
A. S. Caldwell, N.G.
Meets every Fr .lay night at I. O. O. r.
KRILL] ENCAMPMENT, NO. 51, I. 0. v.
F. Hendereon, C. P.
Lodge meets 1st and Tnurstlay •telita •t I.
Al r.
°KURR OF THE IRON 11•1.1.
John Moat ,in, P. C. J.
Meets 4tb s clue...lay in each month at John
Illuayon'•
FLORENCE 1.11DGE. NO 27, DAUGHTER);
OF REBEK A.
Meets 3r1 Monthly night •t I. 0 0. V Hall
COLORED LODGES.
UNION BENEVOLENT SIL1i2IETY.
Meets let and CI Monday evening la ear
month, I o'clock, air, their lodge room, Main
 
 street. second etory over Houser and °vanillin-
ere building. It. McNeal. President; Neal Tur-
eer, beey.
FREED0M LODGE, N11. '5, U. B. F.
Meets 1st and 3r.1 Tuesday nights In PosteP's
Hall, ourt street. E. II . Glass, W. II; L. S.
Buckner. Secretary.
MUSADORA TEMPLE, NO. 2s, S. OF F.
Meets se and 4th Tueielsys to each month ab
U. B. F. Hall Postell's 1 lest Court street
Augusta Monica), W. P; arrie Basks 1),
Katie Caoky, eecretary
HOPEINSV11.1.E LODGE, NV. Hall, G. V. O.
OF 0. E.
Meets Ind and Ith Illond•y nIghte at Hoosier
and Overshiner's II a Haiti street. Charles
Jesup N. 4: ; pray, . ti; R. W. Glass.
P. 8; William t lark N. F.
MYSTIC TIE LODGIE NO. 1907, U. N. 0
1.11V ff.
Meets 14 and 1rd Wednreaday eights of earn
month. Silas% Johnson, N. CS; C H. angle P. .•
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THE NEW ERA.
-PUBLISIRKI, BY-
Meow Era Printing and Publishing Co.
$1 A YEAR.
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11.1888.
To Subscribers.
The date with your
name printed on the , just beginning to unfold its tiny leaves
tin-re were nine additions to the lends when death stalke.I into the happy ger-
margin or wrapper of versalist church at their last oesision of den and plucked it, but death Is not
your paper shows when meetings- cruel; it is the agent of God-the
and oave llllll try.
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Littlefield Mat
their little daughter Tuesday night
Vencil gorttottimi. Rev. E. M. Berry leaves this week Tuesday night about 6 o'clock a seri- PREFERRED LOCALS.for Elizabethtown, having accepted a 011it soil perhaps fatal setting affray oc- _ _ 
Go tis A. G. Bush tor boots and shoes
e G
eatl to the pestorate of the Chrietian mined en Mate street, bete een Wire L
eav el s Drug Schurch at that peep. Mr. Bi ry lies ill, a colore berber, end Den Mar- tore
shall a negro echoed teacher. It 'items
seems that they hail played a game of Buckuer Leavell, !successor to J. R.
Armistead, has his new drug store fullpool in the afternoon, over which *thee
of-fresh drugs, tnedicinee, chemicals and
Blade Many fast warm friedde ii, Hop-
kinsville who deeply regret hia depart-
ure, indeed one may say, he takes with
The largest stuck in the jewelry line, hini the good will of our people without
and lowest prices, at M. I). Kelly's. regard to denominates!).
Repainting buggies a spetialty at Little Jennie Bell, daughter if Mr.
and Mile A. Ilille, died at their reel-
dreier on Jusolip avenue Monday even-
ing at 2 o'clock. "Whom the God's
love die young." The little bud was
your paid subscription Repairieg of all kinds, cheaper than gar len that traneplands the Ilewers.
expires. If not renew- at Ducktr,.. red in the city cemetery Tuesday.
Duciter'o. Old stand, 8th mei Virginia.
Cloister it Connell have bought an en-
gine from Hamer & ti um tor their lime
orks.
ever before on buggies carriages etc.,
ed, your paper will be Rob't. Johndon has taken a position
stopped on the 1st day as traveling salesman tor a Nashville
of the month succeed- grocery house.
ing that date.
gionte ants *octets.
Or atilt, Beverly, was in town Wednesday.
J. II. Renshaw, Era, was in town Wednes-
day.
Jess. Tvrrell, of It well, was in the city Tilte-
d
Dr. Hopeoe returnest Thursday from Louis-
% ille.
Rd .1 glee, of Beve. 'ye musette' the salt' this
week
p.hAW tu,huer. of Longa ice'. was ill tow n
Vitra:Jay .
Mr 114s f. tint, of Longa it w a* in the city
.tl,e shy-er made a bunt,, twin,. to Earliutnali
Tursda v
Mr. WI ti....ton Henry. of 1 all' was is toms
Thursday.
T A. Mct).aISI,oIi lacksvi.le, ep et Suuday
io this. eal.
Mr. Jo:retitle". oi Ht wet`, was in the city
Wed111111411y.
11.in. K. Ct. Sebree was in the el y several
days this week.
J. R. Darnell, of dieting Fork. attended the
salt • this week.
Lee *attic:, of Iloutgoinery. was on our
streets Twee ay.
J. H Collins, Illacedoola. Atte/Wet the iutiete-
to sacs this week.
Or. aad Mr. S heeler Cayce, of Beverly, were
In the city lend ty .
Mr Geo Gish is attending Marls Gras at
Memphis this week
IL.q. Jo clerk. of Belles iew, was at the ex-
change Wednesday.
T. llamas and Gus Watt as, of Beverly, were
in tow II 14 e,Ineolay.
Mies Emma Coleman. of aledonis is the
gamier Mr*. Macrae.
Mr.. 51 waiter, or Fairview, 555. ,hopi leg
an the eve Thursday.
Mrs. Hunter Wood and ion. Hueli. have re-
turned trial tiweimbore.
Ilia. A. Y. Stevens, of Naebvire. is visiting
Let is, tber blarti•
A. J. Bram tt arid wife, of Leichtleld, are vis-
iting relapses's the city.
tins. 4nuiie McRoberts, of Lancaster. is visit-
ing her[f..ther, Or. Ware
Meson. Joe 6 and Toni P. i:arnt ii, oft ask y.
sere in the city Tuesday.
Mrs. Jno. Poland has returned from a pr.,
trotted salt to LtrUlliVaiie.
Mr. Tom &dams, a prominent farmer of Bee-
city, was in %fierily Tuesday.
Dr B S. Word returned from a b isisees
trip to Ailaire ills Wednesday .
Mr. James B Howe has rein tied from a
pretracteil slut through Florida.
J. J. Bumps. warn ehaking hands with his
Hopkinsv ills fnenda last week.
Dr. H W. Dudley, of Hillsboro, Texas spent
easiest days in the city this week.
Mies Ida Metcalfe, of Sparta. Tenn., 15 Slut-
lag tie testily of her unc e, . M. Metcalfe.
Col. J. R Ifiarh, one of the largest planters
of Todd county, was in our city Wedne.da y.
M1.4 Bettie Itoclware. who is teaching at
4Lait.,1 her father's family sunday.
Kee J. N. Prestige'', Hopkinsville, was in
the city Tuesday -Bowling tit-, en I.)e i octal.
Mi.. Helen Yancey, of Hopkinav We. iii visit-
itg the litres MrLin, of this place -Princelott
Reimer.
Mrs Bailey Richards and Mr-s. Chas McDan-
iel repulsed Weunerlay from a visit to friends
in Llarksv lie.
Rao Swami. White, of the New stead neigh-
borhood, was at Pio!. RUA./ entertainniert
Tueeday night
Miss Bettie Hopper, of II pions; idle, is the
p talent gut st of her coneiu, lira I. P.1..Hien.
-Tobaecu .Leaf.
Mr. Pike Rey polite, of II iseouri, formerly a
einaen of Hopi 1 osiril e, was mixing with ha old
friese• this week
Mrs. 5 11 Garnett sod dissenters Mrs.
owes Smith. of Pembroke. were •hotif ing Is
the city Thursday.
t apt. lee Howard, of the L it N., Evans-
ville. waste the city koking aft, r tbe interert.r
of his road, saturday.
Misr Carrie Dabney, after a pleasant visit to
friends and relativee in the city awl county,.
4 ha. returned to her home in 1 edit
Mr Will Mee utchen, of A ubur •, was in town
urday on his return home from the south
He stopped at Mr W T. Radford's.
Mrs. Dock Rickman returned Tuesday hots
NM ten, necompan lett by Miss Mettle Rickman,
who will be her guest for *tient days.
0. s Brown has returned from Louis, We
where he ba• been attending the Moody meet-
lams. Me left all his aims behind him
Mr. G. C. litellogg.representing the Gale Har-
row and lulti•ator Company. has arrived in
town acil is stopping at Mrs. Harrison's.
I. apt. John Tollatd. of Hopliesville, pissed
through the city lb's mount's on his way to
Frank tort.- Park City Times, Saturday.
Misses Bobbie Dixon. of Princeton. and
Fraakie Campbell, of flopkinsville, are v lofting
Me. Viola Wnght Times and
News
A theater party chapeTon'il by Dr and Mrs.
Marsh*, •ntl Mrs. Beaumont eatteaded the per-
for-:mace of Mlle Ries in t larksville Thurs-
day sight.
Wee. Jeo !••• Bryan has returned from a pro-
tracted Visit to I neada iii ts,urgia. Mrs Bryan
is accompanied by her nieci • Miss Rana May
Feat Iserston.
The following gentlemen registered at the
?tarot Melee, day Bernard Weil, Paducah;
•
Li Rowe. Teas -. J. W. Landery,
Watts and A. 1.; I at lett. Clark••ille; A.
G. A iusslrong. Mannington.
The Gale Harrow sad Cultivator.
The Gide combleed harrow, cultivator
and meet sower, advertised in this paper
and now being sold by Mr. G. C. Kel-
logg in this county, is the cheapest and
most useful farmer's implement now in
use. Mr. Kellogg has received a con-
regiment of machines for thid point and
has them stored at Neldou'd warehouse.
He will be here for only a few weeks
and our farmers who want such an im-
;stem( nt had better exam in this at once.
A Good Wolase
Mrs. Margaret N. Overohiner, wife of
John J. Overabiner, of this city, died at
her boner on Ninth street Sunday morn-
ing at 6 o'clock alter an Illness of one
week. Mrs. Overshioer was born in
Christian county August 29, 1832, and
was waffle I January 29, 1847. She
wad •ii eareest and conscientious mem-
ben of the Methodist church, and a
Christian not alohe in name but in heart
and in example. Four children survive
her, one 8011 being in California. The
funeral services were conducted at the
Methodist church by the pastor, Rev.
Jno. W. Lewis, Monday morning, and
the remains interred at the cemetery.
•
Treater. Bask Assured.
The batik is no longer a question but
a feet and will be in operation before
many weeks There was a meeting of
citizens held on Tuesdae night of last
week for the purpose eei formulating
plans, getting up a chartel$, etc., Mr. C.
W. Ware presiding. The capital stock
is $50,000, operation to tegin when $2:1,-
000 shall have been out:seedbed. The
charter has been already forwarded to
Frankfort. The incorporators will
likely be G. C. Long. Dr. Rodman, R.
T. Petree, 1. K. Steger,
W. B 1, Cooke, Dr. .1. S. Dickerson,
I. W. Ware. J. Y. Cabaniso, Jos. Meta,
Esq. Renshaw, county superintendent,
is now located in the city and may be
found at his
deeq. S. B. Youngluve's court will be
held March 27th, fourth 'fuesday, in
county court room.
Dick Wilkerson has taken a position
with a Virginia cigar house and will
nsell their goods u the road.
The pecple of llopkiesville are tale.
to pay the gas company (or street lights
they don't sometimes always get.
It is the duty of the railroad to keep
their crodoiegs in order. It Is the duty
of the ci.y sminicil to ate that they do it
The coal stealing busieeas is by no
means an Mena inditetry llopkine:
ville. It lees grow tohuge propor-
times.
We invite the atteeition o' the street
talltinillttee to timecouilitiiiii lif the pa ce-
niect un S attest Iniiit (Si 1,V. R.
lAiuigs grocers.
The case of Jimmie Torten. eitarged
ith utaliciesuo cutting, the paiticulars
of •wisivit we gave last week, has been
poetpotted until to-day.
The Republican titive minintittee
is hereby called tst meet at the court-
house in this city Monday, Mareli 5,
1888, at 1 p NED CameneJ.L, Ch'in.
Robt. McNeal, a well-known end re-
spected colored inechaitic, died very
suddenly Friday morning. Ile retired
feeling perfectly well about seveis
o'clock.
John Schmitt, a buniter of Evansville,
was crushed to death tineer the wheel.
of a locomotive Thursday, while. at-
tempting to cross the track of the K. et
T. railroad.
'elle ne St elegaitt seek of time onseas
at lietiderson was the Leap Year ball
given by ti e young ladies last week.
What a pity Hopkinovilleet girls haven't
as nitwit energy !
Iron cornices are to be placed on the
court hOtI8e, and other rite road Itn-
provetuelits made. he contract for
the work has been awarded to Caldwell
& Randle for 1975.
We are reliably Mot med that the
Chautauqua circles have secured Geo.
Wendlieg for the night of March 27th,
at which time he will deliver his famous
lecture "Saul of Tarsus."
The marriage ot a youvg man promi-
nent in Hopkinoville society is an-
nounced for next week. Don't you
wish 30(1 knew who? Watch the
Nal% Eke arid you will see.
I'lease pry Owl vie owe on the THI-
N' KKK LY NEW Erie aed for one year in
advance, at the rate of $2 00 a 3 ear, and
we will give 300a ticket fer every th,flar
ou pay. Do this before May lat.
Rea, Johnson it Oversitiner have
moved their stock Into the bull-hug re--
eently cccupied by McKee & Co. The
buildisig vacated will be prepared at
once for the First National B ink.
W. H. 0:vey slipped and fell on Vir-
gime street,oppooite Furbeo will, Friday
breaking his cellar b011e ii juries
are very painful and lie will probebly
be coutieed to his bed fer several days.
Warta LY Saw Ese• WOO. 3 ear, With
ticket in the drabs Mg, Tat We're LY $2 00
a year with two ticket.* or $1.00 tor six
months with one ticket. 'terms cash in
advance, papers mere. el stime is
out,.
Jack Jones, an olti negro well known
known about town, Wail arrested Friday
evening disorderly conduct anti placed
in the callabooee. Jack was brand-
ishing a "hods" pistol around promi a-
cuoualy.
Houston H•rrison, Sol Fritz, Dave
Camder and Dick Wilkineon, of this city,
attended the maequrade ball at Crofton
Tuesday night. They spent a pleasant
evening among the gallant kiiights and
merry ladles of North Chi Wien.
A very interesting meethig is in pro-
gress at the Cumberland Presbyterian
church. Rev. A. C. Biddle will be as-
sisted after to-day by Rev. E. Y. Bow-
ers, of OA ensboro. Tlie latter has been
sick and was unable to be here sooner.
'flue Rev. D. A. Brigham united in
marrisge Lucien C. Cravens and Mini
Belle Cravens at the Franklin house
Saturday moruhig. Both were from
Christeap. county, ti e groom the dep-
uty sherlffof the county.-TobaceoLe
l)rBuck'' Leavell carries in his
west vest yocket the left hind ewe of a
grave-) •ril arid if you will call
at hid drug stesre-Dr Arruistead's old
otand-he will tell you the latest joke,
Which he keeps always on tinnti packed
in ice.
N. Tobin it Co , the merchant tailors,
have received their 'spring goods and the
new styles are very attractive. Every
suit made by this then is guaranteed
tirot-claes and in prices and styles they
compare favorably with the larger city
eatablishmeete.
Last Monday at Owensboro, Thomas'
Johnson. aged forty-two, and • &her-
nia') by occupation a is adjudged ot
unsound mind and incapable of caring
for himself and family. lie was admit-
-4rd into the Wester!' Kentucky Lunatic
sill3lum Wednesday.
The county court has released from
the payment of poll tax a considerable
number from age, disability and other
causes, who are still voters but are not
inclieled as polls by the assessor. In
an tail vie last week we did the assessor
an lejustice which we hasten to rectify.
Mr. S. Walton Forgy, of the Salem
neighborhood, a recent graduate from
the law department of Cumberliend Uni-
versity, has located in Hopkineville for
the practice of his profession. Mr For-
gy is a young man of talent, a close stu-
dent arid has a bright career before him.
An active effort lo being made to
change the run ot the train known as
the Providence passenger, now doing
Evansville and Paducah. iii. proposed
to run the Provide' ce train from Evans-
ville to this point daily for the tranopor-
tation of passengers and United States
mail.
Some fhterprialeg thieves visited Mr.
John Combo, on Virginia street, a few
nights ago and lugged away a heavy
sill and some other lumber lying in the
street in front of his residence. Mr.
Comte invites them to return and
eromieee them next time a warmer re-
John 4 . Minims, John T. Rebbeth and 
°restive.
J. le: Rutherford, of this city -Trenton efeElreee Wine of Cartlui is for sale
by the following merchants In Cheese-Ian
County.
i II. It. Garner,
I's-pertinent Elkton Progress.
010 Way to be thouget reviling 
i • •10.- Ir. 'flue 4114'14.14a 11( Wariirr's Hopper & eon.
Log Cabin Liver the faerl J. N. ArMilitPs.1,
that t tsey du what they purstert to.
They act pleaeantly, effectively at ouce. W. H. march;
Purely vegetable and harouleme It. B. Miller,
Hopkinsville, Ky.
44 44
if
M -inn ington, Ky.
his...se ;age, Ky.
Crofton. Ky.
Pembroke, Ky.
•
We have heard 1111/ell complaint froni
the paining of the gas company
They say that the light furnielied theni
and for which they pay heavily Is Ill no
respect better than kerosene Jamie.. It
Is pale 111111 flickering at times bright
and at other times it tails so low Is to
leave a business house almoot dark, mak-
ing it very inconvenient for the occu-
pants. '1'lle gas company at this place
has no competition, hence its careless-
ness in furnishing to its patrons such an
inferior article.
A young fton of toil, apparently about
twenty years old, Kiel a pretty little
bioude of fourteen attracted ceneelelora-
ble attention on the streets Sattirslay
afternoon when it became knosvn that
they had eloped from their hoinee near
Kirkmaneville and ridden eighteen
miles to this city hi order to catch the
5 o'clock train to Clarksville. Well they
caught it--the trein-reached Clarks-
ville and were telly married, returniiig
Sunday to peer oil nese ti e boilieg sea
of pure-teed e retie
R. A. Miller, us speesial auditor, lip-
pointed tinder the laws regulsting the
lunatic Nos lutes, reported that the West-
ern Aisyluni at Repitineville gave eve
dm ye of lieving in the main been excel-
leittly niantiged, everything there being
towel iii the best order. The el:-
peilsrs for the year en•ling November
amounted to $94,281, an average of $1.62
for each petient. the daily average num-
ber of patient.] befit" 580. Tide is a
lower rate than is given for either of the
other two asylumo hi the state.
elrs Polly Kissinger, trout Celhoon,
Evaniville awl elsewhere, WOO tried so
hard to marry murderer Jeffreys in the
jell whether or nO, became disheartened
after Jailer Let casters refusal, and
after bathing the tow it in tears, con-
cluded to return to her haunts at Evans-
ville, and accordingly she took her de-
parture poterdey moreing, with a firm
resolve never rig tin to set foot in
Owensnoro. She has finally given up
all hope of getting the (eject of her
affestion, and will turn the eyes of her
soul in other directiono.-Meseeliger.
The prize drill aits1 ball given by the
Latham Light Guards at the armory
Tuesday night was a thoroughly sue-
ceesfu I oilier. 'I he coeteet for the medal
was the closest that lila yet been made,
all the boy a eirillieg up tO the I et notch.
For a good sylille the siteceesful man
could not be picked out, but at last Jack
Hanbery captured the prize, this being
three successive time e. Dancing was
twgun immediately alter the contest and
was kept up till about 1:30a. nu. Every-
one heft considerieg it the tuost pleas-
ant ente rtein me et yet given by the
boys.
Elder E. M. Berry, of the Christian
church, paid bite friends Iere a living
visit last Saturday moreleg Mr. Berry
is now at Hopkilieville, but will remove
to Elizabethtown, where he has been
called, and accepted a call, to the pas-
torate of the Christien church. His
many friend, lucre will be glad to learn
that he is moving back to the neighbor-
hood of this election. Mr. Walter Berry,
the young son of Elder Berry, preached
his first iterrnon as a Christian minister
iii Hopkinieville Sinitley before lost. It
was universally commended as a liee ef-
fort -Glasgow Thee..
Commencing oil Februiry 2 I al111 e011-
tinuing for thirty mays all United States
mails transported un railroad, will be
weighed. 'rids tatted place every four
years In order to fix the rate of corn-
pensatiou for carrying the mails. The
railroodo are paid itio much per mile by a
sliding scale, accordirg to the number
of pounds carried. The mails are weighed
every four years, rod mit average is ese-
mated weiel, fixes the men et of com-
pensation for the succeeding four years.
Every postal car is provided wttli plat-
form and hand balances scalto, and every
package of mail is weighed by the p05-
I clerk it comes oe the car. A re-
is kept of the weight of the mail
and the number of miles it is oarried -
Owensboro Megeenger.
On last Friday night, about 9 o'clock,
Margaret Redd, a colored woman who
was staying in a cabin belonging to Dr.
II. M. Garton, in front of R. W. M sres
dwelling housm, was shut ill time mouth
by Geo. Trice. It is claimed that the
shooting was accidental. The young
man says, .o we learn, that he high been
emit to the cabin ue busineed by hio
father, and while fooling with the pis-
tol, it was accideiteelly discharged The
bullet entered the woniatee mouth,
cutting threnigh the Riegle-, end beigesi
In the 'leek. 'Ilse wound Illay prove
11. 41. It is a very wifertiimete tr, Air, to
ft the least ot it, and ehlmstil tee a w arii-
mpg to boss not to tittle with dese
%it ealeme. We learn that Judge lie
lield the 3 eung men over, am (I peril it-
ted him to give bone iii the euen of $ 25
to aliawer an iediconent for the ot-
fence.-Cadiz Telephone.
An old and apparently respectable
citizen of the northern portion of the
county was observed by a NS.W ERA re-
porter eloneldy in earliest conversation
With a colored boy tebout fourteen years
of age. The reporter overheerd the old
geetienian say "I'll have you arrested,"
amid being in scan la of items made in-
quiry concentiug the cause of the row.
l'he old gentleman, it appears, had
given the youthful varieit half a &l-
der with which to purchase some spirit-
uteee, sellouts or malt liquors for the ' old
camphor bottle," which the
promising young thief had appropri-
ated to himself, and threats anti entrea-
ties failed to produce either money or
liquor, the bey boldly refusing to give
it up, well knowing the advantage lie
possessed. The old man returned to
the northern hills decidedly of the opin-
ion that "prohibition (lid prohibit.
Saturday night just before the clock
had tolled the solemn hour of midnight
and while all the city, ex:ept the vigil-
ant coal thief was wrapt in the -sweet
itemiser that a comsciououeds of well
dotte duty brings, Bailey Richards was
rudely oumnioned from the sweet slum-
ber aforesaid by the violent ringing of
bells at his bedroom door. hastily ad-
justing a suspender and a collar &rout&
hie neck in order, as he said, to make a
presentable appearance, he opened the
door-"darkness there and nothing
more." But Bailey is not superstitious
and attributing the bell accident "to the
the winds amid nothing more," returned
toles bed and proceeded at (nice to
snore. He had not proceeded very far
Iii this direction, however, before he
was (nice more aroused, title time by the
'mend of stealthy footsteps and the deep
grating of a key against his door lock.
It was now time for action; it was get-
ting merlon's. Bailey del riot take Lillie
to airange his toilet so careetily, hot
bolting to the door, unbolted, threw it
open and-but we will not attempt to
describe the scene.
•
Provide pier-self with one of those
beautifully illtietreted "New York al-
is- Hell are to be hail for the
asking, at our drug stores. Ladies, es-
pecially, should .not fail to get one.
The remains of the little one was inter-
Sewing Machines C. E. West, the
Sewiree Machiee man has sold
IS73, awl more to be gold.
a difference of opinion between theni.
The discussion was reneeei at the
above time and place and led go very se-
rious con/sequences. In the semille the
window of the restaurant Was shattered
and almost sintultatirouely Marshall re-
ceivee two stabs from a knife in the
hamlet of his antagonist, is ho aftei his
bloody work tied and is still at large.
Marshall was taken to Dr. Fitirleigies
°Mee where his wounds, which the
Doctor stroll lllll iced of • very serious
nature, were dressed. Ile received two
stabs in the left side of the ftbdomen,
one of which penetrated the intestines.
It is said that both parties were more or
less intoxicated.
Marriage beences.
John Bates to Ellen Courtitey.
Win. Crick to Mary Hutlie, Lovery
Campbell to Mary Newell.
COLORED.
Jas. Nichols to Roes Seargeitt.
Wm. Seargeant to Parthenia Layne.
Robt. Neal to Annie Lander.
it.
Pon Items.
l'DN, KY., Feb. 14.-The young folks
of Concord anticipate a gay time at the
leap year party at Mr. Davie to-night.
Mr. Itrtelditaw lied been presented
with an eight pound girl.
ilhere is much sickness in this vicin-
ity. TAT.
PREFERRED 1404A LS $2,000 for a term of G627 years, i; tatte6sellueritcyenint. reatest Slaughter Sale Ever Inaugurated7 the city worth $6,000.
Err7:i  For Rent.
the largest stock of the !incest sews In
town, lie le leaking a specialty plf toi-
let articles and would call the atteltion
of the ladies to his superb extracts for
the handkerchief,. These extracts are
imported and are the best on tee mar-
ket. He has also the handsomest line
of stationery ever brought to this city.
Ills presefiption department is pre-
sided over by Dr. J. R. Arntiotead.
Your preacrIptions are eolicited and will
be filled with the purest &meg and with
the greatest care •nel accuracy. Hisjericete are moderate. Comes and exam-
ine his goods and you will be pleased.
Remember we will
lead the millinery trade
as usual this spring.
We expect some large
invoices in a few days.
MRS. R. I. MARTIN,
with N. B. Shyer.
At a Nolo
We are authorized to sell the dwelling
with store room attached, situated on
Ninth street, near the depot, and the
dwelling on the lot adjoining. We will
sell it a beer-gain. The purchaser to re-
move both buildings at once.
Still In The Ring!
Some people never know when they have had enough, so it is with
competitors, they continue their
ET'eeble Attern.rotin
to undersell, but their efforts are wasted. It is no use to try. Our
mighty efforts always bring good results and we continue to lead with
The Lowest Prices and Highest Quality!
People cannot be suppressed, for they will come when they want
Dry Goods, Boots, Shoes, &c..,
IKE LIPSTINE.
76 for choice of any 75
76 pair Kid Gloves 75
76 in our entire 75
75 stock, all colors 75
76 aid sizes, em- 75
75 broidered a n d 75
'75 plain backs. 75
76 This includes all 75
76 our very finest 75
75 gloves, running 75
75 in price from 75
75 $1 25 to $1 60, 75
75 and is a rare 75
75 chance to secure 75
76 a flne pair gloves 75
76 for little money. 75
76 We want to 75
76 changa our line 75
75 for the coming 75
76 season, so every 75
75 pair must go- 75
76 nothing re-75
76 served. They 75
76 will not last 75
76 1 o n g. Do not 76 mg J. M. Courtney.
75 fail to get a pair. 75 Price $10
76 BASS ITT & CO. 75
Store-rooms on 9th
street in the Hord
block.
For Rent.
Cottage on South
Campbell st. Price, $15
per month.
For Rent.
The R. Mills house on Seventh street.
For Rent.
On Cox Mill road, near city limits.
I) welling with 7 acres of land.
For Rent.
750,
A few cloaks left that
must go, and no mis-
take. No matter what
others price them at
we will sell them lower
to get rid of them
IC B. SHYER,
Cor. 9th and Main.
We are sow reeeiving lesere lilies of
Ribbous, Flows-re, Trimming. eil
all kindo, end Iti a few days our Milli-
nery Department will be a thug ot
beauty. Oar new shapes le Hate and
lioneets will be here as 000n as the en-
tire line of ree les are on the merket.
Look sharp, you will hear from us in
Millinery. Make your arrangements
to have your bats trimmed at home this
spring, for no stock will es- more com-
plete than. ours We pride ohrselves
that we can put tip a hat or bonnet as
stylish and elegem as arsybody, and
therefore aek as a special favor that you
give. 114 a trial et least before purchas
leg Respectful's-.
MRS R. I NIAReiN,
With N. B. Sliser.
Antique Pottery
for the ladies to paint
on, in all shapes and
sizes at.
Gaither's Drug Store.,
Something new and
novel, the latest "fad."
Don't fail to "catch on"
For shoes of all grades
and prices go to N. B.
Shyer, corner 9th and
Main.
Spring Samples,
Just revel veil at F. T. Gorman 's, the
"leading t.allor." The goods will be
here
February 15th.
onie le tend select a spring suit while
you can get choice of a large stock.
To Clean Up
For the new goods I will sell winter
goods at greatly reduced pricer.. Call to
see rue at No. 11 Sevante street.
F. T. Gorman.
BRAN AND OATS
Corn and Hay,
Stapl:/drancyGrouris,
Limberger and Sweit-
zer and Pure Cream
Cheese, Sour Kraut,
Mackerel.
Oysters in bulk re-
ceived daily. We keep
our own wagon and de-
liver at all hours of the
day. We also deliver
coal oil. Give us a call.,
Anderson & Tate,
Nos. 10-14, Virginia St., I tweet,/ announce myself a candidate for
bet. 6th and 7th.
2 dwellings on North
Campbell street. $10
per month.
For Rent.
A cottage, 4 rooms, on
Burgess street adjoin-
For Rent.
A cottage on Camp-
bell street, price $13 50.
For Rent.
In the city by the "OLD R/OLIABLE,"
M. PEZ.A.LTIC31.1
Just finished taking an inventory.
We find we have too many goods, and
they must go. We will begin to offer
the greatest bargains of the age.
Our biggest cut is in our
Cloak Department !
II you ever expect to buy a cloak now
is your chance. Come and take your
choice of any of our $5 and $6 Cloaks
for $3. Pick and choke of any $7 or $5
Newrnarkets for $4 50.
We have placed on sale our entire
line of Braid, Bead and Fur Trimming
at ruinous prices. Space won't permit
us to quote prices on our entire stock,
but If you will give lie a call we will be
sere to interest you in prices. We are
determined to sell.
We almost forgot to mention our large
brie of Wool Hosiery. We have almost
mit prices in two in this department.
We have too many Winter Goods on
hand. Sell them we must, and there-
fore put prices on them that will move
them.
We will place on sale this week a
large line of Hamburg Trimmings, both
white end colored. Machine and real
Torchon Lace.
Jest think of $8 60, $9 00 and $10.00
Newruarkets going for $5.00.
All our $11 and $12 50 Newmarkets to
he clewed at $6. All $14, $15 and $1650
Newmarket@ must go at $8 and $10. We
have one Newmarket, size 36, which
will go for $12.50.
Our entire stock of Cloaks, consisting
of Plume Wraps, Newmarkets, Jackets
and Children's Cloaks, must be cleaned
out.
Immense stock of Flannels will be
sold at ruinous prices.
& SONS..
Underwear for children stud ladiea at
prices that will astonish you. One hun-
dred Flannel Shirts at 75c., $1 and $1.25;
worth double the money.
Waterproofs and Jerseys and Jeans at
25 es, less than can be bougtft elsewhere.
Swiss Embroidery, Check Nainsooks,
Bleach Domestic at less than New York
cost, Table Cloths, Towels and Napkins,
Sheeting, Bed Tick.
1000 yards Curtain Scrim at 6e4c.
500 yards fine Lams Curtain Net,
slightly soiled, at half price.
100 pair elegant lace curtains at two-
thirds their value.
250 slightly soiled Bed Spreads at just
one-half their worth. Remember our
Annual Bed Spread Sale is always the
town talk.
Call to see us, we will show you a
great many other bargains which
scarcity of space will not permit us to
mention.
Remember goods must be sold to make room for our Spring Stock, which will arrive about
February 16th. Respectfully,
3E‘R.A.ATiK.M.T.A ESCPNTIEL.
They Must Go!
Store-room in the
Shyer building on West
side of Main street, Now 10f BMW!
Cottage on North
Main. Price $8.
For Rent.
The Tandy place, on South Main;
large lot; ten rooms to house. Price
$25 per month.
Fire and Tornado insurance written in
firseclaae Companies, zed prompt at-
teetion in case of toes.
Negotiatieg Loans a specialty with
us.
We rent houses and collect rents, and
par taxes for non-residents. Come to
see us if you want anything in our line.
Canis & Co.
Main street. Posit-office building.
LOST.
In the'county of Christian there are
hundreds of men and women, young
and old, who have lost a great amount
of cash and valuable time front the lack
of opportunities; •itel there is now the
greatest opportunity ever offered you le
this city, which you must mit fail to in-
vestigate. Time is nioney and the one-
half of the people have the largest
amount of their capital invested in time.
Tide dc-es not pay you. Now we want
1,000 eliergetic Melt and another 1,4)00
ladies to work for as in tido and other
states on one of the beg se'lieg articles
imi the United States. Work Is easy and
pleasant, elianeee of promotion are
great. The possibilities ot the business
are great, and the pay. is far better than
you at first might imagine. We want
men and ladies of eitergy, pluck and
dioposition to make money, to call on
us and be convinced that you csii make
for yourself a good gum of cash by
handling this weirk ; see the country
and people, awl have a pleasant time.
You csiinot efford to let this chance
slip through pee. flegere. Life Is
short and time is but burrowed. We
must improve-, or regret sooner Or later
that we were prodigal .of our ails-spent
dayo. We hove been lit leis city mince
the middle of December and the merits
of our goods are too well-known by the
citizens of tido county to need any
e011111lent. .1uilge for yourself. Decide
the turning point of your life and say
I %s-ill go amh see the general manager
of the National Garment Cutter Compa-
ny, Broadterit et Sterling, McDaniel
buildieg, opposite the post.ottice.
W•useaw, Ise , Aug. 5th, 18$7.-Ite-
spectre! sirs: I ilave been out alittOet
two days having mat'e light cane, four
steles and partially the promise of three
more. I like the work very nitwit so
far. Yours+ respectfully,
A Lielt SHILKI.bY.
Remember that Shy-
er's is the only place in
town where you can
buy the Bull Dog
Breeches. Every pair
warranted not to rip.
N. B. Shyer.
ANNOUNCEMENTS.
...bend'. at the ensuing August eleetion, 141111-
Jr.11 to Hie action of the Rept] iliUraurpitartjv SF..
and Cheapest Staple and Fancy Groceries, Farmer's Hardware,Best 
HAVING PURCHASED THE
J. D. Ilassell Stock
I will close it out at unheard of
LOW PRICES,
as I am compelled to vacate the house on March 1:,t.
$ 2.00 Kid Gloves reduced to $ 1.00.
$ 1.50 Kid Gloves reduced to 85c.
$1.25 Kid Gloves reduced to 70c.
$ 1.00 Kid Gloves reduced to 60c.
Poplins formerly 25 and 30 cents reduced to l2i and 15cts.
Cluet Bro's Linen Men's Collars only $ 1.00 per doz.
Dexter's Knitting Cotton 4c per Ball. Black Gros
Grain Silk worth $ 1.50 only 85 cents per •ilrd.
I only mention a few articles to show you how I am selling
goods. This is a chance of a life time.
Oscar Slaughter,
Successor to J. D. RUSSELL.
Chas. Slaughter,
MANAGER.
Chas. McKee & Co.,
---DICALEKti IN
PAPER BAGS
At This Office.
Seeds, Produce and Provisions,
Next 11••• t• Kraaell'•, 103 Main Street, Il•pkin•ville. My.
gertooi3s Delivered Free to all parts of the City.
Garner,s-:City-:-Pharmacy,
No.7, Main Street, Hopkinsville, Ky.
-One of the largest and most elegant edifices in the city,-
New and Complete in All Its Departments
H. B. Garner. of the old firm of Wish a Garner, who tor many years !d the Lending drug trade le
Western Kentucky. having purchased Dr. tilsh's interest, I. now sole proprietor of die Dew hoes*. Ft •
will use all Ms experience and ability to Increase. If possible, the align reputasioa of the old arm fordealing, competencv and reliability. by keeping
Pure, Fresh Drugs and Medicines,
And stork of the hest quality In all departments of the trade, at the lowest prices Drugs, Paint. sad
Due °revery kind, Including SHER% IN& W I LLI All CILIEBRATED PAINTS. Patent Meek thee
the best and moat popular In stock.
The Celebrated Wild Goose Liniment.
Manufactured to order in any quantity. A sure and nate remedy. Brie-a-Brae, Novena« and Holiday
tiooda a specialty.
Proscrunolls Carefully Compounded
-Al any hour of the Day or Night. by-
11..2r. C. IC. W-"r1...-m-, Gnaw PHNOM ?WHIM
H. B.5 GARNER
Sue4xiasor to Gish& Oa
IBUP
[HT:RA.5 senttitF.e'rIt!;'i 
tliScd 
ritozallpt:i..12,7wki.r!tvi.ridnr italt, 4i:
HPLT6ARI)I.'4, Pikil. and PLOWER
E DS, 
 
Meit4 in be obtained ia- :Y ;d It t11:tr:tni:: i 1 1 iTZ 1
w.ATLEE 
BURPEE&CO.,. .
puibl14b.g, to
PHILADELPHIA, P
•
SALM& ' Xa MIE 0E0G-1E10W,
I ini...rter II Manufacturer Of
ITALIAN MARBLE AND GRANITE MONUMENTS.
The be,t material. the moot artistic workmanship. the most elegant modern designs, and pricep
guaranteed. Now Is the tone to place order* for spring dells-Pry.
CLARKSA-ILLE MARBLE WORKS.
(Established in 1852) 13.4%-114.4C ' MCOMOr9 0 2,T, Propr.
[TOBIN CO.,
Merchant Tillors.
Opera Building, No. 108.
A lar e and elegant line of new
SPRINC SUITINCS!
are now in stock. Call early and see the new
styles.
ets
*re
t. •
•
CHESAPEAKE, NW
-AND--
Southosioroll.R.Co.
The Southern Trunk Line through the
VIRGINIAS
Washington,
Baltimore and
We stern S e lboarszi
Oities.
-Tait-
Direct Route
To Memphis,
New Orleans,
-And All Poises is--
Arkansas and
Texas
=11Ttakella ere sow as Sale. Sall en or
B. F. MITCHELL,
gee' Peal. sad Ticket Awl. Louisville. My
TIME TABLE
-OF ?BB--
,Ovenkoro & Hadrille R. C .
SOSTEI BOUND.
Mail Mixed.
Leaves Owenshore 2:40 p, . 8 :00 a. rn.
Leaves Central City.... CM p m. 5:50 a. m.
Arrives at Russellville.. p. m. 1:15 p. fie
Leaves Rumeliville .... 110.K a. m.
16 40 p. m
Arrives at Adairville ill 00 a. in ,
17 50 p I
NORTH BOUND
Leave. •dairstIle . *LSI • as.
/II el sees
Arrives at Ituesellve le ....... IS MI pia
/4 p.
Leaves Russellville 7.06 a. ea. 8 55 a. ea
mayes tentral City e Oug a. a 1 SO p.
tereres at •wensboro 10 41.•. m. 4.45 p. m
T HARAHAN. Ges. Mauls% I ouisville.
le. II. MANN runt.
Owen•borrs, Ky
GUS Mg,
DIALER IN-
HARDWARE!
GUNS!
AND CUTLERY !
Pail Min Nell
Hunting Outfit4 I
Iron, Wagon Timbers,
HORSESHOES,
BELLS AND ROPES!
Omni Street. 0PP Maiden Beak,
Hopkinsville, - Kentucky.
AGENTS "61. 1"6"oar attest.enubed vorrosatti
Cas be sold in *eery fatally 61.cs
anew helot than thresonlinary Lamps
bend Mete Aye usessefor oloo-
CirLtamale mod be ermmtimamm.isulaLture a large lino ot
I articles. seml foe free
Illustrated Circulars to
Hotel for S e.
LEWIS HOUSE
AND FURNITURE.
Hopkinsville, - - Ky,
Near Depot.
Tenni, part cash, balance on remonable
time. Apply to
M. LEWIS, PROP.
Sol Batas 1Co.,
Restreethilly issite the eh av as public** their
Tonsorial Parlor!
eleTTIMO.
SEA VINO
CHAl1P001110.
11•111-DYZINO,
BOOTILA C:11186 aid
Hair Dressing
Dope • the very eestestyle. Assisted by B
J unes and H. loges. •Il
Polite as& lallIftil Barbers.
than't forget the place.
7th street adieletng [zeros/AOC ce
..... MLR at CARWRI.Tow 1) • IL? PacIWP
The Light Draught Steamer
Ft eee. leT I-C err I IsT
. B. THOMPSON , 
 await
NAAH. 
 Clerk.
Will leave Evansville f Leanelton Melly
ezeept eenday. at 4 o'clock, a tn„ makIngsure
nonnectionr with the 0., R. A N. P... B.
Returning. lea m Cannelton daily at II:14 p
, Sunday excepted, sad Owen/More at pia
rienirOaT TIES 0•50.
Leaves Avonev:11e Ca. m. Start
beeves Owensboro  to. a. sharp
ran sew. toe rotted trip os Saudee. bat am
roomiest ble for storm pa rebseel by the leeward
nYINItses S•41"1.1t agents
Livery and Feea
-STABLE, -
T. L. lirrilth, Prop'r,
Hopkinsville, - - Ky.
sail teem steams see aa. accom mods
am=
MIVIE. 
abtaithas given to remise
to an livery maim
emerwasee.
Ther• is so better remedy for them
eisimmea diseases than T•tt•• er
Pills, as a trial w1/1 promo. Priem, 23e.
VITIATED BLOOD
Scrofn'ons, In.heritad and Contagions
Manors Cured by Cutionra.
Through the medium of one of your hoots re-
(*lett inrough Mr Prank T w ray, drugaist,
Apollo, Pa., became miina Weil with your
Cancers Iteniedtee, and tear t his opportnaity
tot edify to you ill • t their nee has rermaneetly
cured me of One of the wor t as s of blo
pootoontr. conneetiot with ery sup hie Lost I
haler er seen, apd this •fter easing bees pre-
nounced ine• ret le by some .1 the best physi•
e'en* is old eounty• 1 take gr, at pleasure in I
fora engine to you this te.tinioni • andolielted
as it 14 t.y %CU. in mile: that others suffering
from eienilar nialedi • may Le encm.yaged to
give y our CM ems Remedies trial
P s W HIT • I eGlelt. Leechburg, Pa
Refereme: FitA4It T. Watir. uggiei, Apollo,
Pa.
SCROFULOUS ULCERS.
Jam. a F. Hichardsna. tushinu House, New
Orlesn-, eath say- : • I i 1870 4e. urinous
(wee Lunde 61.11 on to I hotly ulna wee a news
of cement-slime hverything known I., the wed
teal faculty was trt d in r• in, I became •
mere a reek At tin recoil .1 not It t my hands!
to my head, could not turn in a as taro?.
*tent pain. and looked upon life as a etiree. No
relief or riser iu tun yeas,. lu Poo I heard of
the t. ewers R medies, mitt iamb, and wise
perfectly ured. '
sworn to before U. S. Com..1 K A IV vont,.
ONE OF THE WORST CASES
We have been eelleig yeur ot curs Revile
dies fo- years. antl hare ha Mal complaint yet
to recetve from a purchaiitr (toe of Om worst
cases wf 4.•tinfia a lever saw was cure.' bv •hei
use of the bottle, of Cuticura Hes ,Itent
curs n Cutieera Soap. The ...no takes the
"rate" here er a medicinal soap
TAY 1.111t TAYLOR Drage.. a.
hmu
SCROFULOUS, INHERITED,
And Contagi Bemuses, with Loos of Hair.
ape gruptioes of he sake are poitiveiv cured
by Cutieurs and Culocura Soap estersallt.
eelieera He "lyrist inte:eally, when all ether
'melee nee fail
•if%•••-y.r, e Price Cunene:I, p
tic; It -Y01 en1. $1. Pretisred by the Potter
pre/rend Chetnical t o , Itoottin„ Mesa.
gyp- Send or How to Cure Skin Idaeaseps"
GI pages. 60 lustratione. and 1 0 Les* insonis Is.
Plat Ppinet. oat; pl a
UTERINE PAINS
%nil weakness lost Intl? relieved by
h. e u leo a A till l'ain P osier, a
P.dtect A. tidete tus P Intl inlet ion
isee weearese A new. inetantsee
oes, intallihie pain-killleg plaster Isrus
D'S
"miLEoREGu AT
WOMAAsisliiisEs
-OMR Lb-
1Dalatal Qappreemad Trysivaus,
•&- rotas. waroaaty shad As 
1WENSTRUATION or
.IJ.A.ONTHLY SICKNESS.
U takes taring the MAME Olt Lim strztst
sidushe and dames Ism le maided Mr egad kw
Met " Maiasea re Wow," miled rms.
ilasamma Itasomma Oa.. Agleam, De.
STEEL, STEEL, STEEL.
The Col olveeeted
Deering Steel Bider,
The Strongeet,
The Ssmplest,
The Lightest Draft,
The Simplest Knotter,
The Moat Durable.
More of them sold than any other Binder in
the State of Kentucky.
TH K CELEBRATED
EXCELSIOR WAGONS.
DEERING MOWERS
Have so Equals.
9115=CI-A.7..-1
we have a full stock on hand of al! sizes. we
warrant every wagon to give perfect satiafac-
eon or refund the moose. Buy your wagons
at eorne where the warrantee is good.
We now have is our employ as foreman of our
wagon and machiee department, Mr. G. W.
um-diner, of Harrodeburg He theroughly un-
derstaoita repairing all Veda of machinery and
wagons, . We wish to call attention that
our faciiittee are such that we can repair your
separators better and fur Hee money than sine-
holy Wee. bend them in early So ran do the
work before beeves'
Barbed Wire,
Pumps,
Belting,
Harness,
Grates,
Lime,
Mantels,
Hair,
Cement,
Plaster,
Mixed Paints,
White Lead,
Linseed Oil,
Machine Oil,
Oil Cans.
Oar stock .• cemplete in all departments.
Pried ran be relied on as being low
FOM 81 Bro.
',at tlo- tr..r1-i for low
I .• A to.s.tstdoe and
R000d Pb.uto•
•pf.
Inches. gilt •1.1... and edges leteing 2:: eases cab.gad card eorents, need fries.
25 A lied Pirate Phstacraph Album. ••:
hio'S Lailtoreed padded 111.1.,.. Vold
clasp, holding 32 pyre* of .• bi net and C•fft pkrur•-•
/eat for sine retail. for $2:5 Illustrat.4
NEE /iv?:
Iterellimaelemahm.
Ciessimmass. obi.. BUMS
It. Vernon Items.
MT. VXRNON, Feb. 11.-Mr. Tom To-
ler is buying tobacco for Mr. W. L.
Yancey, of Hopeineville. Mom of the
farmers of this neighborhood hare sold
their tobacco.
Walter Yancey went to Todd counts
last week to visit relatives.
Miss Jodie Putty 'd school has clotted
at Salubele and she has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Wolf gave a social
party ..t their residence last week. l'he
youter ladies present were Mieses fairy
Barrow, Alice Wilkine, Laura Foster,
Mary Yancey, Hattie Rehoon, 0 Ha
Ralston and Mary Bender-eon.
Mrs. David Raletou has recovered
from a sprain of her ankle caesed front
a fa I on the ice during the Meet.
RACKET.
- 
--••••••••--
It is rumored that the aupply of Dr
Bull's; Cough Syrup io not equal to the
defined. Druggiets shoeld prepere
themselves for all emergenciee Fs the
people rely oil them for thin remedy.
No preparation could have made such
a repritaton as S tivation Oil hos, with-
oet intrinsie merit of the highest order.
It kills pain. Price 23 cts.
---
News (rem the Hock.
Rim Dora Carroll is ill with pneumo-
nia and typhoid fever.
Mr. David Faughts has been visiting
friende in his old neighborhood on
Tradewater.
Mr. Marion Powel, of the Bunippaw
neighborhood, moved into thie locality
last week.
Mr. Walter Berry has gone te work
with Mr. Tom Berry on shares.
Some unknown party has been re-
ported to have tooken into Mr (here
Hentlereon'e werehouse where he kept
his whiskey. It is said that eight or
ten gallons were stolen.
Mr. Tom Barrow received a lot of to-
bacco this week- probabl y 10,000
pounds.
Mrs. Nancy Edwards, of this vicinity,
is very ill.
Mrs. 8. A. Perkins is very ill.
JOLLY
Salabria Squibs.
SALUSIIIA, Feb. 14 -Rev. V. N. Dor-
ris preached at the Chtistien chapel
Sunday to a good audience.
Mr. Armstrong, of your city, ass in
our town Tuesday. He •came to survey
the old church property. Much tu our
sorrow we note that Mr. Tip McRae has
about declined the idea of converting
the churth into an ice factory, but
perhaps It is for the best, as the echo&
trustees are speaking of pun:leering it
to convert it into a high school.
Mr. and Mrs. .1. R. Penick' highly
entertained Rev. V. N. Dorris and a
few other treinds at their telltne Satur-
day evening. An elegant supper AA'S
served, after which plenty of good mu-
sic was furnished by their daughter,
Mies Beulah.
Miss. Lin Morrieon's school closed
last Friday and she returned home Sat-
urday.
Mrs. N. H. Sergeant has returned
home after a few days visit to her mother
in the Fairview vicinity.
Mr. and Mrs. W. G. Hannah enter
tabled a few friends Friday evening
The ra'n did not prevent those wilt
atterided from spending a pleaeati
evening.
Constable Moore at.dDr. Blackwell, o
Pembroke, were in our town Sunday.
Pee.
E. O. P.
Don't waste titne and money and tor
dergo needless torture with the knife
when Ethiopian Pile Ointment will af
ford instant relief and certain cure
every case of blind, bleeding, itching
internal and external piles. Rangurn
Root Medicine Co., id snufseturers
Nashville, Tenn. 50 centa and $1 pe
bottle. Sold by all druggist*.
Crofton News.
Ceorroe, KY , Feb. 9 -Bud Long liar
sold his residence here to Wm. Ferrell
and he and his family have moved to
Crittendeu county.
Rufus Gunn has geld his tract of land
in Hamby precinct to Solomon Smith.
Jemee Canhon, who was crippled or
the St. LOUIS sod Poplar Bluff railroad
left here yesterday for St. Louie, wher
he will do worlkin the office of that road
until he fully recovers front his hurt.
Louis Rice, from Greenville, cam
over yesterday on bueiness snit to shak
hands with his old friends. Ile intend
moving to Earlington soon.
Dr. Jackson was called to Slaughters
ville yesterday by a telegram ailuounc
ing the serious ills es. of Mrs. Cherie}
Mann.
Rev. Bryant Cundiff, • popular re
vivalist of the Methodist church, wil
preach here next Friday night.
The farmers generally intend planting
a very large crop of tobacco in this see
tion, seasons pertnittieg
Frank Hill has formed a partnerehl
with G. R. Hancock in the blackemit
business and he and family will take up
their residence here this week.
Mrs. Anna Grace died Saturdny nigh
In Wilson precinct, aged el years.
C. A. B.
CROPION, Feb. 12-Mrs. Rebecc
Campbell died to-day near Caatlebury
church, aged about e0 years. She ea
the widow of George Campbell, wh
died several years ago.
Mrs. Mary Mann, elle of Charli
Idanie died to-day at Slaughterevine
of pneumonia, after a short illness. ISh
was a Meter to Mrs. Day, Mrs. denies();
and Miss Birdie Johnson, of our town
Her body will arrive here to-morrow fo
interment.
J. Hohind Croft, who hid been visit
ing in Miseouri for several months, re
turned home near here last Friday.
Henry Beak is the happy.father of a
girl.
The union Sunday-school tneetirig
each Sunday at Academy Hall has at
average attendance of about seventy
pupils.
The correapondent of the Commercla
from your city in a dispatch to itio pa
per regarding a [sensation about Drs
Preston and Ball, says Chid place is al
torn up over it. as being the reel
dence of Dr. l'reston. The Ducto
never liv el here and the sentry
(ion Wks IlCit heard Of until read in the
Commercial. Drs. Preston an I B II
are known here; they did specialty
practiee in this sectioit an acted gets
tlernanly and honest, but neither ever
lived here. The reporter is in error.
Mrs. Henry Teaaley and Mrs. flyer
are both very III here.
Rev. A. C. Dorris, of the Baptist
chuech, preached a logical and forcible
discourse here to-day. C. A. B.
O ‘tleued. It '''‘‘ iti ie'Cu ire'l."...;lit'lai;rell.:::1 e 'l,
Lone or Sypeilitic Poisoning: It terrilit s t I.•
FOR TORPID LIVIER. whole system, and banishes ail Rheumatic
and Neuralgic pains. We guarantee it.
A torpid liver deraages tb• whole aye-
items, and produces H. B. G•RNER, Ilopkilliel/le, Ky
Sick Headache, Gov. Taylor of Tenneseee, it le Raid.
Dyspepsia, Costiveness, Rheu- harla hand "as soft and velvety as the
matism, Sallow Skin and Piles. hand of a lady." A soft hand turtieth
away a hard job such, for itisteuce, as
strangling the prohibition movement in
Tenneeste.Sold Everywhere.
GALT HOUSE,
LOUISVILLE. KY.
The tenet and hargeet is the City.
Rates 112.50 to 114.00 Per Day,
•ccording to 1{0013111
Turkish and Russian Baths in Hegel.
Now is the Time
to use Hodges' Sarsaparilla with Iodide
of Potash, the great purifier for the
blood. A certain cure for rheumatism,
scrofir'oris affections, and all diseases
peculiar to females. Renovatee and'iti-
vigorates the system. Phaysiciana re-
commend it. Take no other. Bangui:.
Root Medicine Co., Manufacturers,
Naehville, Tenn. $1 per bottle. Sold
by all druggists.
Crefton News. ITEMS OF INTEREST.
Caoirros, Kee Feb._ I4.-A fl
eetiey t From a Fee of Our
about fifty wild geese paessel this point k xchanges.
this morning in their mental northern'
ANGLIA LIME It1/4.
in feral ion . irs wspeper 111411 0/110 is born of wo-
Mrs. Fel/pier, of Nertonsville, came '
Man 'a small petatees and few In a bill.
tip esterulay to visit reletives.
grist II- lire hi rip to-day and flourisheth
John M. Cross is moving his
r4g- Weed ; tooriorrow or the day after
mill, co per 'shop and machinery to the
se trutisrtaker heti' him in an ice box.
esireer of Reilroad acid Pond street, and
Ie. gee l• teat 1 th li, tee a, hung
will occupy the d telling lately virsates1 ^ ' • " ---e ar-----w
by Burl Ling, as 111111 and shop.
H. Clay McCord drew one huridred
dollars in Ode month's% drawitig of the
Louisiana lottery. Two other teri-dol-
lar priz •A come to our town.
Rev. 5, F Gibh will preach here next
Saturday ight and Sunday.
Voiney Meacham and Levi Berk-
holder returned from Troy, 0 , to-day.
C. A. B
'fravelere are subject to other dangers
the . of vested and car. Improper eat-
leg at the various hotels they visit de-
Itialisits the proper east of hilt reliable
regulate!. of the human eystent, Liza-
der
:t le riot always perfectly eafe to
doothe the bahy with ("piton pretests-
floes, but you tete rely on Dr. Bull's
Baby Syrup; it cotositis nothing 10011-
OUB.
An honest politiciati Ints beers found
Alabama Just after having an-
nounced himself as a candidate tor con-
gress. arid a hile @twirling On the eourt-
houee meter making a epeech, some one
mending in the crowd yelled : "Say,
whet do you think of the tariff? Give
uft your viees." "My ft lends," said
hie orator, "I don't know a blame thing
rthout the tariff." Ile was elected by a
I age majority..
-4,- 4e--
To Consumptives.
Rearier, can youlielieve that the Crea-
tor effete one.third of mankind with a
disease for which there is no reined).
lir. R. V. Pieree'd "G }Weir Medical
Diecovery" has cured hundred's of cases
of consumption, and men are living to-
day-healthy, robust men-whom pity-
eidetic, pronounced incurable, because
one lung was almost gone. Send 10
cerita in stetnps ler Dr. Pierce's; book on
conerimption awl kindred affuctions.
Address, World's D:speneary Meslica
Association, 663 Maiii street, Bufftlo,
N. Y.
During the year 1887 82,311 tons of
pig iron were made by West Virginia
turnacee. Of this amount 4,835 tons re-
mained unsold at the end of the year.
The production of Bessemer pig In the
state duriree the year was 73,070 tons.
Two Omaha Men Happy on $12,500.
Yecerday the two happiest ussti
Omaha were at the restaurant of F.
Poppendick. at the corner of Howard
and Thireenth Sta. Poppendick, the
genial hoot arid Robert Price, wholesale
butcher, of Tenth street, were the joint
winners of a fourth ahare of the third
capita/ prize of $50,000 in The Louisiana
State Lottery. 21,301 was the lucky
number.-Omalia (Neb,) Bee, Dec. 2..)
Miss Sadie Crosby of Elgin has faah-
ioned from the snow in the dooryarri of
tier (*three residence a number of
statues of men arid animals, which have
attracted a great deal of attention on re-
acount of their perfection.
Attention K. K. L.
For sprains, bruises, rheumatism,
cramps, Inflemmation, swelling, cuts,
burna, etc., in man, and eplint, ring-
bone, windgale epizootic, scratches,
etc , in horses, Ringum Root Lininseet
is a sure cure. The "King of Lini
mentor" is the universal verdict. Never
fails to cure any ailment thet can be
reached by an external medical applica-
tion. 50 cents per bottle. For dale by
all druggist.
Mrs. Curtright, who lives six miles
east of Perry, Ga., saw a 11 ck of black-
birds approaching her house, and seiziug
a shotgun, sire fired one barrel and killed
63 of them. Dr. Carver and the Bo-
gardus boys will have to loOk sharp
after their laurels.
-M0,‘‘‘N ?Lfeth.o.r,f`m)d„.:2•.',T11,`1;
alone on account of Dyspepeia. Acker'e
Dyspepsia Tablets will cure Dyspepsia,
Indigestion and Constipation; sold on a
positive guarantee at 25 and 50 cents, by
11. B. Garner, Hopkinsville, Ky.
"The grain which is tieed annually In
the inatiutacture of liquor, if made into
bread, would give ulnety-tiltre and one-
half four-pound loaves to every family
in the United States," if each had the
money arid would buy only his own
share.
-es
Don't Experiment.
You canuot afford to waste time in ex-
perimenting alien your lunge •re in
danger. Consumption always seems, at
first only a cold. lin not permit any
dealer to impose upon you with some
cheap imitation of Dr. King'. New Die.
covery for Consumption, 1Soughs and
Colds, but be sure you get the genuine.
Becauee lie can make more profit he may
tell 3 ou he has something just as good,
or just the same. Don't be deceived,
but insist upon getting Dr. King's New
Dietovery, which is guaranteed to give
relief in all Throat, Lung •nd Chest af-
fections, For sale at II. B. Garner's)
City Pharmacy.
•1.•
The soldiers' mohunient to be built at
Indianapolis will cost $250,000. It will
be a lofty square shalt on an orna-
mented pedestal, and surmounted by a
figure of Liberty. Bruno Schluetz of
Beriin is the designer.
T I. N. C.
Don't suffer any longer, but use Tan-
ner's Infallible Neuralgia Cure, the
only infallible cure on earth for all
forms of neuralgia anti nereous head-
ache. Rangum Root Medicine Co.,
Manufacturers, Nashville, Tenn. 50
cents per box. Sold by all druggists.
inveetigation of the list of persons
in France who have the decoration of
the Legion of Honor has revealed that
more than two hundred obtained it by
bribery or improper means. Their
names mill be stricken off.
• • Nights Is theQoAN. in‘c,c\N, complaint of
thousands suffering front Asthma, Con-
sumption, C'oughs, etc. Did you ever try
Acker's English Remedy? It is the best
preparation known for all Lung Troubles,
sold on a positive guarantee at 10c., 50c.
H. B. GARNER, Hopkihsville, Ky.
Here is most remarkalde alliterative
coincidence: An Englishman named
John Haight, who lives at Haight, Car-
roll county, Md., will be 88 years old
the eighth day of the eiglath month r Au-
gust) 1888.
DON'T
let that eold of yours run on. you
think it is a light thing. Burt it may
run into catarrh. Or into pneumonia.
Or consumption.
Catarrh is diegesting. Prieumonia
is dangeroue. Consumption is death
itself.
The breathing apparatus tritest be kept
healthy and clear of all obetructions
and offenalve matter. Otherwise there
is trouble she& I.
All the diseases of theists parte, head,
110Se, throat, brOnellial tubes and lungs,
can be delightfully and entirely cured
by the use of Boschee's German Syrup.
If you don't know this already, thou-
sands of people cars tell you. They
have been cured by- lt, and "know how
it is, thetneelvea." Bottle only 75 te hts
Ask any druggist.
The Moulton, Ala , Advertieer sadly,
and with evident sincerity, remarks:
"This State is full of burglars."
like a kik, and is knocked out in the
first mewl arid two seconds. hethe
ot life lie is in doubt, and the tax
collector pumice' hitu , wherever he go-
al'. '1'1,e berrister of his life is full of
splinters, and lie pli,letli down with con-
Ads-refire rapidity. Ile a alketir in the
bright sunlight to absorb the ozone, and
itie.trtli the batiker with a eight draft
for $337. He confetti • out at eventide
and the a heel berrowtneetteth him in
hie prole anti it etniteth him to Um
grourid, and fulleth upon him and run-
heti' titre ot ite legs into Iris ear. In the
gentle sprung lie putteth on his summer
cluthee and a blizz trd striketli him far
iron, home and filled' him with woe and
rheirmationo-Exclialige.
sett RKLIIN ED HIM.
Lately tliffsrent accounts of mean
tricks are giiiitg the rounds of the prem.
'mister the head of " rhe Meanest Mari
ori Revord;" but here is an actual
occurrence that took place in this city
a few nights shice, beats the
record. A woman is the perpetrator In
this instance. Yen terve heard the ex-
pression, "he'd steal a pickle off a dead
riegro'd eye," and here is nearly the
seine thieg verified. One eight recesitly
Bee II. Hereford moompartisil Lillie
Hale to a negro .1 ince. It seems as
thirtieth the sumptuous repast and the
dente did not agree, and poor Ben was
seizt•t1 itii a bat is commonly called
cramp.' arid was compelled to go through
04.111e pnitiftil motor-timer before the as-
'wear!) . W hile lie wart *Uttering thusly,
Liebe in pitiful word., tried to sooth
and relieve of his suffering. Slit
relieved him to some extent, that is, ahe
relieved lien of his pocket-book, and
now Lillie is held to answer on a charge
of petty larceny. Iler trial will come
sip iii the city court nomorrow.-Park
City Tine 8
NEARLY • TRAGEDY.
George S.stidefur, a young man of this
city, at 10 o'clock Toesday pight, had
just started home from a visit to a young
lady frierid, alio reeidee on First street
opposite Breckenridge'd grove, when be
%as wool Oil a short sib tance from the
doer by an unknown party. 'risk par-
ty first wreck Sendefur in the bream
with his lett 11411,1, ordering him to halt,
arid then dealt him a munierous blow
over the head with what mum have been
a saiolbsg. Sandefur was knocked in-
deriaible, and the robber went through
the pockets of the unreels:Ong young
man, Securing $27 in money which he
real led on his person. The victim lay
unconscious about 20 minutes, when
reason began again to return. lie at-
tempted to rise up and walk, but was
unable to do so. Ile crawled on Hs
trends and knees back to the residence
lie hail-Just left, and atter k docking fee-
bly at the door, swooned away again.
Whets he recovered conscioustresa a sec-
ond time he was lying on a sofa in the
parlor 01 the house. Sandefur says he
could not ideritify his &assailant, art it was
dark, and lie sprang auddetily from be-
hind a tree, but is confident from Isis
voice that he Wits a negro -Henderson
Journal.
CATCH 'KM THEN kl•NG
The citizens of the pretty little 'owe
of krredotila a few miles north of tide
place ou the O. V. railroad, are condid•
erably wrought up this week over a most
cowardly attempt made last Monday
night, by unknown parties to murder
sonic of her best citizens a:n1 their fami-
lies in their beds. About midnight on
the night above mentioned some un-
known ecoendreld began tiring into the
house of Dr. J. S. Buckner, at Fredonia.
'fire weapons used were pistols of a
heavy calibre, and the first volley of
five or six shots was fired into the room
of Mdcolin, a son, and two little girls of
Dr. Buckner's, several of the bullets
passing near the boy, and one of them
losiging in the bedding upon which he
lay. The other shots. it is said, left their
mark on the pelisses of the bed upon
which the little girls slept. A second
volley of five Miro* was tired Into an-
other room, after a hich the cowardly
would-tie-asareeins Went to the residence
of J. E. Crider and tired a volley of six
or eight shots, and then paid the reel-
deuce of R R. Morg or a airliner visit.
After shooting &rimed Mr. Morgan's'
home tor a few minutes they broke let°
les store, but we failed to learn what
amouut of goods, it any, were taken
therefrom. There is coneiderable ex-
citement at Fredonia over the affair, and
certain parties, who have been vigorouro
ly prosecuted of late for violating the
prohibition 14W, are euspected ats the
perpetrators of tire outrage Monday
night. The parties whose housed were
asaitilited had been very active in enfore-
log the prohibition law, and it is
thought that this accounts for their be-
ing made the especial subjseos for the
mid night attack. Prohibitionlet anti an-
ti-prohibitionist alike unite in condemn-
ing the outrage, and if the parties are
apprehended it will go hard with them.
- Pri iiceton Banner.
Ike Beauty of Women
is her crown of glory. But alas! how
quickly does the nervous debility and
chrohic weakness of the sex cause tire
bloom of youth to pass away, sharpen
the lovely features, and emaciate the
rounded form: There is but one rem-
edy which will restore hie faded roses
and bring back the grace of youth. It
is Dr. Pierce'a "Favorite Prescription,"
a sovereign. remedy for the diseme pe-
culiar to females. It le one of the great-
est betels ever conferred upon hie hu-
man race, for it preserves that which le
fairest and dearest to all mankind-hie
beauty hie Irea,...Ttli of woman.
A man at Berrien Springs,
keeps ids family of four proems on 19
cents a week, exclusive of house rent.
Ile has beer. known to buy 3 cents'
worth of butter at a lick.
The stinate
-wemost chre•-•.----onic and ob
case, of disease eventually yield to l'e-
ru-na.
siciens were in vain" in the case
of Mrs. C. C. Filler, 175 West Chest-
nut So, Columbria, 0. Pe-ru-na saved
Get ant tiler bottle of Man-a-lin before
you have used up hie one you have in
the house.
Joeeph Thomas, of East Bradford,
Pa., was so sick he r•ould not walk, till
ire took Teectopi-a and bian-a-Iln.
•
The Rev. J. I'. Clingry of Hamilton,
Ga., has a black cedar dipeer made by
the Indistio, and hamlet ulowe front one
generation to another le hie Gunny for
over one hundred years.
es. ese---
A Sound Opinion.
E. Bainbridge Munday Esq., County
Atty., Clay, Co., Tex., says "Ilave
used Electric Bitters with most happy
reeults. My brother also was very low
with Malarial Fever lord Jimmie?, but
was cured by timely use of this medi-
cine. Am satisfied Elekrie Bitters sav-
ed his life."
Mr. D. I. Wileoxdon, of Horse Cave,
Ky., adde a like testimony, sayirig: He
positively believes he would have died,
had it not been forrElectric Bitters.
This great remedy will tvard off, as
well ex cure all Malaria Dieeases, and
for all Kidney, Liver and Stomach Dis-
orders stands unequaled. Price 50 cus.
and $1.00 at Harry B. Gareer's City
Pharmaey.
F. k 411"--tuentificturers of
Ivory good., New York, have nes'gned.
Liabilities, $411,000.
,thit this Disease that is Coming
Upon Us ?
Like a thief at night it steals
in upon us unioNarea. The pa-
!.ients have punts about the
chest and sides, and sometimes
in the hack. They feel dull
andisleepy; the mouth has a
bad taste, especially in the
morning. A sort of sticky slime
collects about the teeth. The
appetite is poor. There is a
feeling like a heavy load on the
stomach; sometimes a faint, all
ne sensation at the pit of the
s mach which food does not
satisfy. The eyes are sunken,
the hands and feet become cold
and clammy. After a while a
cough sets in, at first dry, but
after a few months it is attend-
ed with a greenish-colored ex-
pectoration. The patient feels
tired all the while, and sleep
does not seem to afford any
rest After a time lie becomes
nervous, irritable and gloomy,
:old has evil forebodings. There
is a giddiness, a sort of whirl-
ing sensation in the head when
rising up suddenly. The bow-
els become costive; the skin is
It-y and hot at times ; the blood
s
seeomes thick and stagnant •,
!le whites of the eves beconw
.inged with yellow; the urine
is scanty and high colored, de-
positin a sediment aftevstand-
ing. rhere is frequently a
-spitting up of the food, some-
times with a sour taste and
sometimes with a sweetish
ta.ste; this is frequently at-
tended with paluitation of the
heart; the vision Isecomes im-
naired, with spots hefore the
"yes; there is-a teeli flie of great
nrostration weelerierete- All
of these !symptom, are in turn
present It is 111,m...tilt that
nearly one-third of oer popu-
lation has this disease iu some
of its varied forma.
It has been fonnsi that phy-
s;cians have Ittletaliell the cause
of this disease. Some have
treated it for a liver complaint,
others for kidney disease, etc.,
etc., but none of' these kinds of
treatment have been attended
with success; for it is really
constipation and dyspepsia. It
is also found that Shaker Ex-
tract of Roots, or Mother Sei-
gel's Curative Syriqs, when
properly prepared will remove
this disease in all its singes.
Care must be taken, however,
to secure the genuine article.
IT WILL SKeIt.)Irro. B 1.N7rr. FR THAN
Mr. John (7. Ilemptinntall,
of Chulatirmee, Cleburn Co.,
Ala., writes: “Mv wife has
been so much benefited Isv
Shaker Ex ract of ROODS or
S'eigers S.vrtip that she says
she would nit her lie without
part of her food than without
the medicine. It has slone her
more good t lutn the 110111)1N and
all other me, icines ptit together.
I would ride twenty miles to
get it into the hands of any suf-
ferer if he can get it in no other
way. I believe it will soon sell in
this State better than cotton.
TESTI MON Y FROM TEX AS.
It rites that
Mrs. S.E. Barton, of Varner,
Ripley Co., MO.,
she had been long afflicted with
dyspepaia and „disease of the
urinary organs and was cured
by Sliaktsr Extract of Roots.
Rev. J. J. Metinkre, merchant,
of the same platr, who sold
Mrs. Barton the medicine, says
he has sold it for four years
and never knew it to fail.
SHE WAS A 1.M0eT DEAD
I was 'so low with dyspep-
sia that there was not a phy-
sician to be found who could
do anything with me. I had
fluttering of the heart and
swimming of the head. One
day I read your pamphlet called
"Life A wow the Shakers,"
which described my disease
better than I could rtvself. I
tried the Shaker Extraet of
Roots and kept on with it until
to-day I rejoice in ..rood health.
Mrs. M. E. Tinsh-sy, &vier,
Muhlenburg Co., v.
For sale by all nnggists, or
address the proprietor, A. J.
White, Limited, 34 Warren
St., New
The St. Paul Globe has an editorial
en "Why They Immigrate." All things'
considered, it is about time for that
Arctic section to explain why people go
there to live.
BKODBELT S1 LRLING.
A New Enterprise in Hopkinsville-
Tile National Garment Cutter
Cempany.
llorkINSVILLS, Feb. 4, 1885.
Messrs. Brodbeit le Sterling:
Sirs :-After hewing takeu frissons in
in your cutting school, Can truly say
and recommend The National Garment
Cutter to tie eimple, easily learned and
and correct in every respect.
Very respect:Idly,
MISS LAURA GILLIL•ND.
iloi.alAsylnit:, Feb. 11, lavi
Sheers. Brosibelt Sterling:
Gents :-After using The Netiotial
Garment Cutter I am prepared to say
that it is all all / yveri more thee yeu
claim it to be rot 1 certaiirly wish yoll
SileCeaa. Hee pee t fir I I r,
c•nitsx 1-ssuns..
Gkb.E.NVILLic, K v., .141i. :1, lees.
Sirs :-1 reeoneuriel 'rise etional
Garmeut Cutter toe,/ ladies who do the•r-
own sewing. It melte* the most perfect
fitting garments of any eystetn now in
use et very e tally leernel and perfect
In its work. Fur my part would not
do a Ithout it if it cost me $25. I wish
you the very beet of success.
Very truly,
MI118. N. B. KINSLICY.
HoPKINEIVILLE, Feb. 12, 1858.
Nstional Gartnerit Cutter Co.:
••hy shouldn't we have tkuit money?"
laid Jim.
"We'll have it," said Fans.
Then Jim struck him ith a knife he
carried in his pocket, and Sam gave him a
blow in the I ack. nitil lie dropped mum.
less.
They iruew teat irs a ways carried the
pass-keys of hi. loo,Llilizs his pockets,
and the Ilion lit cif I iul:ng heti en the up-
per floor meet'''. n One, and but
that I hal Leen shot Iwo the house neither
of the fllen coo ver I nye limn suspect.
ad. 1 WWI the ou'v 0....ou alio could giss
positive evidence aguinet them.
As for Mr. -. when he week well again
he sent for in.. and tt strike nee heartiiy.
He told me, when I explained why I had
entered the 1 uat.e. a!' if he had known
that, I sheuid aye es... it, surd welcome,
bed that his experiesies of boys was that
they were genera ly up to mischief aad
ant to be trustee. Then he asked me
whether I bad tired cori a proles* on, and
lf I had thought of being an arcbitect.
The thought delighted Itle. and shortly!
heard that Mr. - interviewed my
father Oil the subject.
In fact, he decland that I Lad saved hie
life, •nd that hi, soliseiellee would not be
clear of debt nut I he had dens. something
for me. 'He .place.1 me, therefore, with II
master of architecture, •nd •fter I wm
qualified to moles-talcs orders; on my own
account, saw olio I was never without
work.
On his deaths he left mo exactly the sum
of money I had bet-ii tbe means of recov-
Ing from the lb eve:, awl the very resi-
dence in alfc'u I now reide.
Therefore you wee teat chi the whole my
adventure might be cul!eit a lucky one.-
N. Y. Ledger.
_ 
EX-SS.leiJOL TEACHERS.
Sea ln Mgt. Whn Begat' Theft
Career by WiesdIng the Birch.
"Many of the most able and eminers
awn of to-day in pub ic efe thia Cons•
try bevan a. break winners bv teachiag
school," sa ,.I a prom nent New Yorker to
a Telegram reporie Ile illustrates
toPliorewssidettt Cleye'and taught in an asylum
tor tbe tdind tmfore be was admitted
to the bar, •nd the school rostrum has of
late years more than once been the step-
ping stone to the White Howe.
Presider! Arthur went West in early
life to neereli for wealth. Ile failed to
find it, 11'.wever, and went to teachinv
school, and ri this occupation he earned
bin first o
President tsarfldil via. a scho's1 teach.'
before the war, end was connected with
an Ohio es 'lee° when sent to Congress for
now runs, but then it %heel alone. j the Brit time. Ho often said that the
The builder was • very stern and dicta- patience and insight into character which
torial sort of man, and did not like boys, ne gained in the school-room had much
and though I once or twice tried to enter to do with his SUCCO011i ill political life.
the building for the emote- nt purpose of t Speaker, John G. Carlisle taught school
admiring I Was trestsr permitted to do
so. 
for four years while preparing for the
bar, and even at this day his personal 11'1)-
1 used te look at ths building with pearance is that of the typoal professor.
envious eyes after it was locked and He dec:ared recently that the happiest
boarded up, and one day, when I saw day of Ws lit) wee that on which be
workmen enter with &kettle of roof paint, walked into Covington, Ky., after fifteen
I followed (bent, and, to my delight, war miles of rough tr•mpine, to - eceive his
unnot;ced. They went up stairs, and out
upon the roof, of course, and I examined 
teacher's cereticate.
Mayor Hewet, like Speaker Carlisle, is
fond of attending school and teachers'
alAl thleasTI mree eh e .1 the npper floor, and
entered some little room+ with akylights.
In one of these Wft4 an old chair. and on
that old chair was an old book. I picked
it up and sat down. It net u a story of ad-
venture. I became absorbed in it, and
forgot •II else. As I Meshed the last sen-
tence I was conrciour of deing so only by
means of straining nu,' eves. I saw that
it was evening, and as I estened I heard
no sound. The workmen hail (waned their
op;raottyroentsaonnxitohues.nIroff
;It the necessity of
leaving the house at once: but this, to MY
alarm, I found much easier said than
done. The door at the head of the stairs
was locked or bolte.1 on the outside. The
door at the foot of the stairs that led to
the roof was in the passage without The
six rooms communicating with the one I
had entered were lighted! only by sky•
lig:et:sr. was a dilemma. At first I tried to
laugh over it, but as it grew dark I felt
much more like crying. I beat upon the
door and shouted, quite uselessly.
If I could hare broken a skylight and
climbed out upon the roof, I would have
done so, but even on the chair I was not
half way tn the ceiling.
All that I could do eas to sit down and
wait, or tn •arer this paetime by walking
about, and waitiug untl some one came
t°Aospeitn gthrewd‘d'oarr.ker I grew more dismal. •
I grew hungry, too, being a healthy youth,
with • good appetite. I knew my parents,
though not ten minutes' walk from the
building, hai 110 Idea of Inv whereabouts--
that they would be terrified at my absence.
And then it came to me that perhaps I
might even starve to death in that ele-
gant building I had admired so much, and
that my delivery from such a fate was
quite in the hands of chance.
This thoueht, corning as it did in the
darkness and" silence, of the night, made
me know for tem first t me in my life an
emotion of real terror. However, after
some little time I g ew e'eepy, and rolling
my jacket under inseh .ad for a pillow, I
fell into an uneary sleep. from which I
was aroused by a strange sound below.
People were in the houne„ and they were
ascending the stair.. Sea: ching for me,
was iny first joyful But in a mo-
ment that curious conivrehension of things
not yet made obvious to the .enses, which
we all sbare, causol Me to understand
that something mveterions a-as afoot, and
that I had Letter wai• before manifeated
cnyHapprespielyncethere o n4 hOling place at
hand. In each of these room% was an or-
namental corner cupreord, with a glass
upper half to th door. This, doubtless.
was Intended to uliateay lortmasbrac, or
china, but below the half was a space suf•
flcient to conceal niv eersere •nd guided
by the light of the moms n hich had risen
while I slept, and w hich now made the
ground glass skylights yellcw, I took my
place there.
The next moment a chain fell, a key
turned, the door in the little passage
opened, then another door opened, and
two men entered the room, bearing with
them •nother, who seemed seneeless.
The slip of glass throagh which I could
peep did not allow me to see this third
man's face as they laid hint on the floor;
but I saw those of his bearers. They were
those ot the roofers I bad seen enter the
bouse.
Both were out of breath, and they
looked 'eery dark and evil in the moon-
lig"hHte seems sate." %it'd one.
"He is safe," said the oth,r; "so are
we. If they find him here in his own
building they'll tient he came of his own
accord, aud hurt himself, or had apoplexy
or something. But let's get away. The
pocket.book is in his overcoat."
"Her• it is." said the other. "We'll
take the money and leave the book.
And then came t counting of what
maimed to me at that age au immense
sum of money-an ameunt ei ouch war
actually Ter: large for a iesn to carry in
his pockets-am' an even divivion of it
between the thieves.
I trembled in 01 for I
knew that if I %yeti d;scover.9.1 I also
should lei mu .1 se I. it it I luatened in-
tently. One . f the nie cli:led the other
Jim, and he its tnrn was ail ires.ed
Sam. They resolve to leave t watch
on their •.ctim's OM. lest its *Kisses.
sion niight erste the e, awl to take
care to be sent at no k nest morning as
if nothing ha 1 hap senee, There tens nog
one touch of I elllt.e4e II. their manner.
and the lad n ords I h mid the one called
Jim utter were these:
•I'd kill entry wait that had a lot of
money if ce-ol. I'd kill hint like a
"spoke with hie bail to me. stopping
dorie.
over the teely of the ineensible man, whom
I by this time git-tw to be the builder of
the house, the e elate and suspicious per-
son who haul forbid le i me ae opportunity
to ad lire his edit-lee. Ms attitude gave
me •n opportunit v es.-0
A I a.1 of fifteen lin: not yet (tome to his
streneth, but lie ear' a• time age outrun
any full.grown men. I was par-Ocularly
good at this exneese, and having previ-
ously removed me .lioes with a hope of
some such chaece, 1 ma .le the attempt.
Two bounds took in• out of the room. I
heard one say: "Wbat's tha0" the other
•nswer. "A cat; I thought there was one
about Ills to-day when we were on the
r °°,sT ft; 4." sogultefirewdodoorwnw sat:, I r:lOs ed e hen I
reached it, bur not locked. I did not pause
to 'but it, but flew up the lonely unbuilt
street as no boy ever flew ferrite, and
found my father's hon.e still lit by lamps
and candles, my mother weeping in teis
ror, and my father just returned home aft
er a fruitless, search for MP.
IL was past one o'clou k, and the home
theory was that I had gone into the river
te swim end hal ...0 drowned, •nd
great was the joy at my return.
Of course my story ereated great excite.
ment, and my father at once notifled the
police. A procceseion ef some size took its
way to the bedding oil the hill, the door
of which wet. f011nll la,tened as usual. It
was, however burst openGents :-1 can conecientiously recom-
I had aecoLpanie.1 re; father anul tbe
rueful your system to be all 3 ou claim other men who joinsel the little crowd,
and it was I whn, arnisd with a lantern,
led the way to the spot where the poor
landlord lay nnconieuous. Ile was bleed-
ing from a terrible wound in the back of
his head, awl elle eillite illitelliiible.
Doubtless he must have been dead before. 1
morning, hart not asidstance arrived; but I
be Wfla yet alive, and, It, ing at once cared 1
for by a dotter of the 1 arty. w as borne to I
hie home, a- here Iv. r.corered. .
The roofers were arrested next day with I
their spoils vet alsont them, and one of I
them insole full quifession. lie said that I
got fairly smarted, however, and judging mthoenyohyal:Ineneerfu!alli.or.,-,fttoLt,.itic,e;.,..waldlabragdeksnuomwonfi i
from the above teatImonialit from home
people, as well as personal examination 
that he disintiri.:Ttt.ii,.;,..pirirce.tliTti ageoymeghaert,e0.utAwtstlhk !
of the critter, we do not hesitate to pro- sobomuutcheisupen III i per.loil ended in follow. l
Mg bihm. Ile httemili:il a merteig of Ma.110UfWe their apparatus and method tar
sth'es ltonaetl $7 tilt! .0
:ti.wiii crtei t Ins ri sii iullogwe rhoossue.datilla.peeT,I0erf ctoa ma: yutillidi negr oufr totbeer  rkviantdioothat
i stood. lie paused and 
_looked up at trig
Nast Eris Co. windows.
for it. I tied it easy to learn and perfeet
in results, and think a houdetiolii is not
courpiete without 'flue National Garment
Cutter. J. B. Wear.
'fire National Garment Cutter Com-
pany repremented by Messrs. Brodbelt
it Sterling, negan operations here Dec.
20th last, but owing to had weather,
they hire been a little Mow In gettitig
their work introillaceul. They have now
THEIR ANGELS.
My heart is lonely as heart can be,
And the cry of Itechel goes up from me,
For the tender feces. unforgot
Of the little children that are not,
Although. I know,
They are all the tin where I shall go.
I want them clot. in the dear old way;
But rife goes t set and w.II not stay:
And He who med- it hes made It right:
Yet I mem my darling. out of my met t.
Aithoneh I know.
They are all in the laml where I shall go.
Old one has d ed. Tbere is oari small mount's
Violet-heaped. in the sweet grave-ground.
Twenty years have bloomed and sensed
Over the little baby heat:
And, oh' I know.
She le safe ifl the hind where : shall go.
Not dean: only "nova and gone away:
The hair 01 my darling is turning gray
That was golden once In the days so dear,
Over for many and Mani' a Year
Yet I know-1 know-
She's a child in the land where I shall g:.
My bright brave Coy is s grave-eyed man,
Facing the world as a worker can:
But I think of him now SP I had him then,
Am' iar eheek to my heart again: "
eee se. 1 know.
I shall lessee len: teen, .te Loth shall go
Out from th. Fatbar and. mt." life,
Back to gis breast from the tiniest strife,
And the Weld,: ieber. I !sew:the word
From the firs of Hint who was child scut Lord,
And I knew. that so
/1. shall be in the land eheee we all shall ge.
Given reick--,weri the gaiu.......The recret thil
Of the Melded •nirdom of Children tr.
My mother's arms are waning for me:
I shall lay my head on my tether's knee;
For so. kr.ow.
Tm a child myeelf where I shall go.
Tbe world Is trouts:ow; and hard and cold.
And men and women grow gray and old;
But behind the world is en inner place,
Where yet thee. angels behold God's face,
And. lol we knew
That only the children cap seseeom
-Adelimr 7 . WItIttley.
A LUCKY ADVE TUBE.
An Old A.rehiteet's Story, as Told
by Ilinisalf.
Long ago, when New York was only
half as lOg as it i. now. I bad an ad -
•enture. I was ou'v fifteen years old,
and, like all boy., I ha l a great deal of
curiosity. My paren".. lived in the sub-
urbs of the city. an I not far away, not
more than five good b °cies, a new build-
ing had just been erecte.1 It was on the
summit of a low hill, over which the street
convention.. It Was as • teacher that
Mayor Hewitt camel the money to pay
theexpeneea of his first trip to Europe.
James h. Blaine WRi graduated at the
•ge of eighteen. He besan to wield the
birch almost immediately aftereard, and
made a conapierio alletS3SA as • teacher.
Senator Inge le of Kan :as, the Repub-
lican leader et the United States Senate,
has presided on the schoo -house rostruat.
After being le whetted at Harvard Col-
lege he wetit Kaesni, expecting that
his el aea•cliusstts trainine mid "ere chah"
could at oiler be coin. I int0 tiol!ars. It
was up-hill work; AO Mr. ads resorted
to teaching to aid in Lis supi,ort till 1m
could earn a gut ertence at tbe law.
Senator Joe Hawiey. of Cennecticut,
taught schooi am, hilt before bu entered
col lege.
Ex-Senntor Mitchell, of Pennsylrania,
was a teacher vine, the sled war Lreke
out, ani eistuleoc el lleberger, of Vir-
ginia. wee a gclicoltualte.• until ee took up
po'ittes.
Senator Caniden, of West Virginie,
earned in the school-houie thi dollars
which laid the founded oe of tee millions
lie owns to-day.
Senator Kenna, alio of We+t Virginia,
had • school on the Kanawha while he
Was studyine law and larMiig.
Senator Curoni, mans i;e1 a
school ten years lefare the civil war. He
ts to-day • tvp of the brickwoldi iseda-
gogue.
Senater Vit, of Misseonre taught school
in Kentueiv, and Senator Mitchell, of
Oregon. was a SC tool teactier for many
years.
Secretary Lamar a; a professor at the
Oxford (Mies.) University when elected a
Senator.
Postmaster-Gen•rel Vila+, Congress-
man Reed, of Maine. and Congressman
H. S. Cox, of New York, a were school-
teachers •t one Line. Alteouell the latter
has made a brilliant record as a legislator
and in literature. he was dismal failure
as a teacher. Tiler.. is a lez.end to the ef-
fect that he resisited as teacher of one
school only after the most prolonged and
earnest aolicitations of the school trust-
ees, backed b.), every tax-payer of the
village.
The above are a few cr the names of
the most conspicuome men who have rise,
from the teacher's desk to prominence
in public life. The names alone of tbe
lesser light. would reace far into the htue
Rucklen's Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cute,
Bruise., Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheutn,
Fever Sores, 'fetter, Chapped Hendee
Chilblains. Corns, and nil Skin Erup-
tions, arid pordtively cures l'iles, or fro
pay required. It is guerenteed to give
perfect eatisfaction, money refunded.
Price 25 cente per lox Fer the by
H. B. Genre,-
AKIO
POWDER
Absolutely Pure.
This powder never varies. A marvel of pert-
,. strength and wholesomeness, More et:emote •
Mal thac the ordinary kinds, and cannot be solo
in competition with the multitude of ow test.
short w eight alum or pho.phate powders. S"kl
only on cans. ROT • L BLIIIN4) POWDZR , 1011
Wall Street. N. Y.
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Pe-ra.aa, Ran-a-lin anis La-es -pat ., are sold
at W helmets and Retail by
H. B. GARNER, flopitiasville, Ky.
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CAPITAL PRIZE,$300,000_
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LOUISIANA STATE LOTTERY color?
Incorporat, d by the Legielaiure in Is* for
kolticationsi am, l'haritehle porta/see. and its
frarrhOe made • part of the prestent btate ens-
.ti talon. is 05.5. he a. osiers to.linieg popular
vote
Its Grated Slagle Namber Draw.
illog• take place Itioathlv. and the grand Quar-
terly Drawings reireleily every thou- months
air rt: h. Jube /•cpieniter sod Dirt tuteri
---
We do hereby certify that we seperylw the
arrangements for all the 'toughly sad Qu•t-
lertylw Drawings of um Gosimagia State Lot-
tery Company, and in person manage and el:41-
u°' the Drawlers themselves, awed that theses,
are (send octed with howeety . fairness, aid In
good faith toward all parties. acid wa authorille
the company te use this certificate. web fae,-
simile• of our siguaturev attachee. in ita ad•er-
tmements."
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We the undersigned Banks and Bankers will
pay •ll Prizes drawn in The Lollitflane State
Lotteries which may be promoted at our coun-
ters
J. H. OGLEN By,
Pres. Louisiana Niatlisaal Dessli.
P. ILANAUX•
Pres. Neale National Bank.
A. BALDWIN.
Pres. New Orientals National Mask.
CAKL KOHN,
Pres. 1 niece Iliatioseai Rank.
'Grand Quarterly Drawing
in the Academy of Musk. New Orlearus,
leteed y, Marefi 13, 1158S.
CAPITAL PRIZE $3 00.n0.100.000 Tickeibat Twenty Dell•••
each. Halves 1110; Quitrirrs $6;
Tenth. at; Tweatirtim• al.
LIST OV rears.
1 Capital Prize of 5300.000 Sio,000
I tirand •• of ,04.oiti 1ot.. OlO
1 '' .• of :.1.1.1.4.110 au.Oto0
/ " - of 2,5.001/ :$.000
I Large Prizes of luesee Ile0011
5 •• e of 4,000 25.00
25 Prizes of 1,000 21000
IOU ''' SOO St .001/
WO bu see
L.00 " 204 ioh,040
, A PPRoXIM ATION PRIZES.
100 Trizes of 000 approxim•ting to
$.3t.O.i00 Prire are a:4.000
100 Prizes of Mu aperozonating to
110(1,000 erre are E0,000
• ..100 Prime of elm se proximatiag to
ilso.00e Prize e re ... Nett
TERNIN•L PRIZES.
1.000 Prizes of flew decesed 14.-4 MAW
. ..Prize ere .. . COO 000
1.000 Prizes of $100 decided by ..111/1 1/1“
Prize are 100,000
-- . --
2,1311 prises atrieUallag tO 111.0113.001
For _lob hates. or as v further Information
apply to the undersigned. leer beetle r ling
must be distinct •n.1 eignature team More
rapid return mad delivery will Dr arenceU by
your cluatug 111-11-taVelye ecarasig your tu i sw-
arm..
Send Foetal Nide.. IN %press Mosey Orders. or
New Yorit r setritege la enligary letter c ur-
rency by exprees i•t oneexpena.-1 addreseee to
M. A. DAUPHIN,
New Orleans, La.,
or M. A. DAUPHIN,
Washirgton. D. C
-
Addrese Registereut Lettere to
101111W OILLALAN1S eareste•L BANK,
Mew Orleans.La.
REm E31-14
Dien
Le us That the presence
beserali. Ateeiregard
of
anti Larly. a tio are in charge of the draw .iips,
is a guarantee of aboolutr fairnette and integrity,
that the climbers ate all equal, aoti that lio one
can poseibl) .11% ins what nuinbeis will draw s
Prize.
K leell MK Miele that the payaseitt of Prism
is I:CARS% irsch10 MY *ULM Sie•
flIONAL 1/114•Kauf New Orleans. ano the
Tickets are signed by the Presideat of an In.
stitutioe, whose rhartered righte are rec.* a is •
eel in the highest Court.: therefore, beware ol
any imitatioos or anise* mous schemes.
-
AHI3UCKLES'
name on a package of COFFEE is a
guarantee of excellence
ARIOSA
coi.2.t..k. is kept in all first-class
stores from the Atlantic to the Parsitio.
COFFEE
is never good when exposed to the air.
Always buy this brnnd in hermetically
sealed ONE POUND PACKAGES.
PROFESSIONAL CARDS.
..................................................
IPHInIt 1.415.
Et hil F•111.1.11,48 THOP W ratty
ItaelDINCIt
COr Clay and 7th
Dn. Fairleigh &Blatey,pi . i I: gi::.
n•-ollook ember Rh eat NI big . 
•
DR. DARWIN BELL
Offers his professional services to the people •st
Hopkineville and •icinit .
1,111r-onleve .yer Planters itsss. lidro, 5,
-- - 
-
DIENTIOTA.
A. P. C MPBELL,
DENTIST,
HopkinsvUle, - - Ken ess k
011isserwer S. Frontal /I mama',
wrzt),` OLD PAPERS,
.14tok
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el3E014„ At Thio Office.
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Atioutf Roor
LINIMENT
CURES 5PRAINS,BRUISCS,RHEAIMATiSS
SORETNROAT ePAY04 SPLINT, fttX6BONC.
EPIZOoT IC. Esc. 50(UITS FtR BOTTLE ,
SARSiPr"- r•
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XASlikt TENN.
011, SALE ay ALL DRUGOBTS
Entuky 411:g:
HOPKINSVILLE, KY,
38th Year SprioL Term Begins
Tuesday, January, 24. 1888,
A FULL CORPS OF PROFESSORS
AND TEACHERS IN ALL
DEPARTMENTS.
I Aunty •nar -Kagbsa, Lamm,
lireft11.111 PorstiVe.-e-reinelLI. moral. stet Nese- mi.
4.1S:rziens.s, mkt _is e thtrinre:al idle: er.
eiali.
kr the enetreet ten et these w 'tweet t- teach
-Thew) i revere of Tea. bung. N naal
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RetliAil•,Il nis teeing Indies. Is •rd with
I the Presider& in role Y• una /ree-
1 Heinen in peiseie families. Pup Is metering
seseee on tee let of eas unry mi.,' esegigia.
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reeelsel.he nuenetes tuition ft ec. 11401)-
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